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On motion by HON. F. M. STONE,
debate adjourned until the next sitting.

ADJOURNMENT.
On motion by the COLJONIAL SECRE-

TARY, the House adjourned at 6-25 p.m.
until the next evening at 7-30 o'clock.

Tuesday, 24th October, 18.99.

Electionturn North )frcbisou Polie taesented-
Petition: James Kent, Orennse An...ual
Estimates, Debate on Financial Policy, concin
Votes 1,as~ed (font) -Motion; Draft Commonwsealth
Hill, Joint Committee's Amendments, Debate
resumed, sixth dlay lndjourned)-Pharmacy and
Poisons Act Ainenuinet Bill, in Committee, nw
elaue progres, -AdJ.onmt.

THE SPEAKER took the Chair at 4,30
O'clock, P.M.

PRAYERS.

ELECTION RETURN-NORTH MURCI{I-
SON.

THE SPEAKER reported the return of
further writ for the election of a member
for North Murchison (in room of Mr.
Kenny, deceased), and that Mr. P. W.
Moorhead had been dilly elected.

MR. MOORHEAD Was introduced; a nd,"halving subscribed the oath, he took his
seat (cross-bench, Government side).

PAPER PRESENTED.'
By the PREMiER: Regulations, Explo-

sives Act.
Ordered to lie on the table.

PETITION-JAS. KENT, GREENBUSIIES.
MR. VOSPEn presented at petition fromt

James Rent, now in custody urader
senltence for assault on Mr. C. Bout-Ie
Russell, at Greenhisslies, praying for re-
lease or' a new trial.

Petition received, read, ordered to be

printed, and to be considered on the next
Thursday.

ANNUAL ESTLIATES.
DEBATE ON FINANCIAL POLICY-FOURTH

DAY.

IN COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY.

Mn. WALLACE (Yalgoo), in resumn-
igthe debate, said: In rising to make a

few remarks on the Estimates and the
Financial Statement, I understand I shall

Ihave the right to speak to the question
generally. [THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.] I
will touch on a fewv items in my general
remarks, but I intend to refer to other
items when these come uip later. In
order to follow the practice of hon. mem-
hers generally, it is necessary' for me to
congratlate the Premier on the way in
which he put his case before this House,
in delivering his Finaincial Statement.
It is due to everyone, whether the case is
a good or at bad one, to give himi credit
for putting it fori;ard with as good a face
as possible, and in this instance the
Premnier has certainI;' put for-ward his
statement in a very clear and concise
form-I might say it was, perhaps, too

Iconcise for some hon. members. At the
same time, no hon. member could express
but pleasure on hearing the Treasurer
explain the reduction of the deficit, which
has been a source of great anxiety, especi-
ally last year, when there was a fear that
it would increase. The Treasurer told us
he has reduced the deficit during the past
year, and hopes to reduce it still more by
some kind of sliding scale; and that is a
plan I approve of, because were we to re.
duce the deficit all at once, it would be a
great drain on the funds of the colony.
On this determination to reduce the
deficit gradually, I particularly wish to
congratulate the right hon. gentleman.
If I remember correctly the Premier's
remarks, of which I took some notes at
the time, he ireferred to the isolation of
this colony, and pointed out that this
isolation to a great extent causes hind-
rances to our prosperity' ; but, at tie same
time, he told 'its that biefore Parliament
int again, the port of Freumantle would
be thecalling port for ocean -going mail
stmers, and that information must, I
ainsure, have lbeen received with great
pleasure. The TreaSUl-er, ats head of the
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Government, has been accused by many
inem hers on both sides of the Rouse, and
by the country generally, of concentrating
business in Perth and Fremantle, at the
cost of ports in other parts of the colony.
The other night be said it was probably
a it iy that the seat of Government had not
originally been located at Albany, in
order that the principal city might have
had the benefit of the passing ocean
traffic, and people calling at the capital
city ; though, after all, in a vast colony
like this, it is just as well that
the seat of Government is in a more
central position than it would be at
Albany. I hope every lion. member, no
matter on which side of the House he
sits, will assist in pushing forward the
colony generally, and not only at Fre-
mantle and at Albany. There are many
little things one cannot hell) giving the
Government credit for. Perhaps it may
seem peculiar for me, on the Opposition
side of the House, to give the Govern-
nient such a lot of credit; but as one
who is alwat *ys ready to give credit to
whom it is due, I must say, front what I
have seen in looking round Perth during
the last few weeks, the Government have
given every consideration to the comfort
of the residents and visitors to the city,
in the way of providing parks and other
open spaces in which people can enjoy
themselves in close proximity to the city.
In this connection I particularly refer to
the Zoological Gardens, in connection
with which I see there is a, sum of about.
£3,000 placed on the Estimates. No one
inside the House or out can accuse
the Government of having spent money
extravagantly or wasitefully on these gar-
dens, which, along with the Perth Park,
Queen's Gardens, sand other open spaces,
is one of the many places in which the
people can rest with comfort during the
hot months, and at the samne time eDNo
themselves. I feel assured that in the
hands of the present management the
Zoological Gardens, by this time next
year, will show results to satisfy every
lion. member that the raoney has been
well spent. As to expenditure on public
works, I Cannot give the Government the
same credit I have given in connection
with other matters. The Treasurer rather
boasted that when he found the revenue
decreasing he did not sit still and tr'.st to
Providence, but he reduced the expendi-

ture, and that is a good plan to follow. Yet
the estimates of expenditure on public
works must mislead the people of the
country to a great extent, if the amount
estimated is not expended. When busi-
ness people see there is at large public
works policy, they take it for granted the
works will be carried out, and they
arranige their plans accordingly; but
here the Government, having created a
deficit, cut down their estimated expendi-
ture in order to meet that deficit. This
is a matter that should receive more con-
sideration from the Government, because
the fact that thle people are misled in
the way I have described is, to a great
extent, the root of the dissatisfaction
with the present Ministry. The Govern-
ments estimates of expenditure are gauged
too high, and the member for Central
Murchison (Mr, Illingworth), every ses-
sion since I have been in the House, has
reminded the Treasurer that his estimates
on both sides, and especially his estimates
of receipts, have been, mutch too high. In
the main, that criticism has been correct,
and I hope that the Treasurer will now
see that the public expenditure does
amount to the estimates, and thereby
save disappointment to the public.. The
Treasurer told us there has been retrench-
ment in the various departments, and
that there is room for still further
retrenchment. While I have Do desire to
advise retrenchment of any number of
officers, I say that if the Treasurer con-
siders there is room for further retrench-
ment in any department, he should see
that retrenchment is recommnended to the
Minister in control. I have always been
in favour of paying every man a fair
day's wage for a fair day's work ; but if
the work of 40 men is divided amongst
50, and those 50 men are paid starvation
wages, we cannot expect to find satisfac-
tion in the various departments. It
occurs to me there are many servants
in departments who are kept in their
positions out of pure sentiment; anti
that is not fair-, because, if the Gov-
ernment owe a debt to these men
for long- service, let the men be
retired on pensions. Many of the
opinions I am expressi ng now are ex-
pressed outside by the "man in the
street," as lie is called. The Treasurer
refer]-ed to anl extract from a London
newspaper, to the effect that there were

0
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now no "croakers" in Western Aus-
tralia. I do not know whether the
Treasurer believes that, but we of the
Opposition have had the charge of
"croaker " so often thrown at us that we

are now afraid to " croak." and the only
" croaker " I recognise in the House now
is the right hion. gentleman himself.
When the member for Albany was speak-
ing, the Premier said that hion. member
should be careful and not say anything to
injure the coiony: but the Treasurer him-
self makes use of 'little remarks which he
knows go abroad, and which are not only
detrimental to the whole colony, but
strike first at the mining districts ;and I
hope the Premier will allow me to review
some of his statements, and will take the
criticism kindly, because I have no desire
to say anything but what is true. The
question on which the Premier made himi-
self appear to me ats the only " croaker"
wvas that of public batteries, when he re-
ferred to the member for North Cool-
gardie as " omniscient " and to myself as
"all-wise." Previously, whenever I haive

risen to say anything, the Premier has
met mue with the remark, "You do not
know what you are speaking about." I
will show him that I itin really "altl-wise "
in never making a statement which I am
not prepared to substantiate. In refer-
ence to the public battery in the Yalgoo
district, the Premier said something to
the effect that Yerilla. and Yalgoo could
not provide sufficient stone. I aim in a
position, however, to lay before the right
hion. gentleman authentic information
showing the number of days worked and
the number of days lost in working the
battery, and that out of all the latter only
three were due to want of stone, the other
loss being catusedl byv uncontrollable break-
ages in the battery. This the Premier
must have known whben hie was speaking
on the subject, becuse at that time the
Minister of Mines had been advised that
certain batteries should be dlosed for two
moniths on account of the roads being
imupassable. There wvere three loads froit
different claims which did not reach the
batter v for six weeks.

THE PREMIER: The lion. member Said
we expected the batteries to work night
and dlay.

MR WALLACE : Quite so, and 1 say
that now. WVhen I originally supported
the erection of public batteries, the Pre-

1mier pointed out that the Government
did not want to make them profitable
concerns, lbut desired to give the benefit

Ito the prospector. I find, however, that
the Government are just as sharp as the
rest of us, and have worked the batteries
with a view to making revenue out of
them.

THE PREMIER: No.
AIR. WALLACE : That is the attitude

the Government have taken, and they
want the batteries to run all day for
seven days in the week.

THE PREMIER: No.
MR. WALLACE: I have already

stated that what I say here I can sub-
stantiate, and if any of die Ministers like
to interject, I ami in at position to prove
that the batteries are run seven days in
the week, and the Governmient are not
satisfied.
I TuE MINSTER OF MINES: Do you
mean 24 hours a dayV

MR. WALLACE: I say that bat-
teries have been worked on Sundays, and
that they will be worked when there is
stone, for 24 hours a day and seven days
a week; but that is by the way. At

IYalgoo, which I particularly' represent,
there has not been a scarcity of stone up
to the present, and I do not think it is
fair for any member of the Government
to anticipate. It is only right that every
district should get fair and honest con-
sideration from the Government, because
when such words go forth they are sup-
posed to be infallible, and are believed
in these cases. A report has gone forth
in connection with the Yalgoo district,
that it has failed to keep the public
battery going by not supplying sufficient
stone for crushing. 1 hope the Premier
will remove from members on this
(Opposition) side of the Hlouse the title
of " croakers," and if lie will accept that
title himself I shall be satisfied, for T
have proved lie is a " croaker' at the

Ipresent time.
THE PREMIER: About YalgooP?
MR. WALLACE: Yes.
THE PREMIER: Oh, no.
MR. WALLACE: Some time ago,

when speaking at a social gathering in
Coolgardie in connection with the Exhi-
bition ther, I expressed my approval of
the financial assistance which the Gov-
ernlment were giving to that Exhibition;
but I did not know at the time that this
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support was running to the extent of
£15,000, and I do not approve of this
large amount of assistance having been
given to that Exhibition. At the time
that I did express my approval, I was
given to understand that tile amount was
about £7,000, and I said then, as I sav
now, that if the Government had contri-
butied X7,000 or uip to £10,000, and the
Exhibition had produced such a collec-
tion as I sawv there, the money would
have been well spent. But I say now
that the Government having given so
much as £15,000 to assist that Exhibi-
tion, I shall have to qualify the approvl
I expressed at Coolgardie, and say I do
not approve of so large an amuounit being
given for that purpose. I do not say
the Government have not got some assets
for the money; but, as the Premier told
us the other evening, they have got at
building, which he alluded to by saying
lie supposed it would have to be given to
the municipality at Coolgardie, or to
somne other body. So we may as well
debit the whole £15,000 straight away.
Referring to the amount expended in th
care of the alborigines of the colony, I
observe there are two sums in the
Estimates, amounting to about £1.0,000.
I have all1 along been one to contend
that the aborigines should get some
consideration from the Government; but
I want the Government to understand
that in appointing officers to administer
the law in connection with the caire of
aborigines, the Government should see
that those officers are properly supported
in the action they find-it necessarY to
take, and see that the officers are not
down-troddenl by the Govermuient, as
happened in a case recently at the Mur-
chison. A most glaring case of injustice
has been published in the Geraldion
newspapers lately in connection with
some friends of mine at the 'Mirchison.
An officer under the Aborigines Board (I
am referring to a police constable), believ-
lug the natives in at certain place were
being unfairly treated by the squatters,
remonstrated with one squatter who wvas
alleged to have ill-treated the natives on
his run. That conistaLble received various
letters, censuring him and dictating to
him the position lie held as compared
with the position held by the gentleman
who was alleged to have ill-treated the
natives. Later, we find that the whole

matter was submitted to the head of the
department in Perth; and the constable
did not then get the consideration for his
action which an officer in his position was
entitled to, and I think he did not even
get justice at the hands of the Govern-
muent. It is no use for the Government
to appoint boards with officers in outlying
districts to look after the aborigines, if
the Government do not give to those
officers the necessary power, and do not
support them in the carrying out of
necessary duties. I hare shown in this
House my loyalty to the Law in connec-
tion with various goldfields, and especially
in relation to disturbances, when I said
that people in this colony should be made
to respect the laws. I say now that this
is a case in which I wish the Governlment
to respect the laws of the colony; and as
officers are appointed to administer the
law in connection with the aborigines,
those officers should be protected by the
Government, and not be subjected to
injustice, as was the case in this instance
at the Murchison. Constable [Ritchie
was the officer concerned in the Case, and
it was a most cruel case for that con-
stable. I know that ver-y few of thle
settlers are anxious to employ natives on
their runs; but the settlers have to pro-
vide food for the natives who continue to

*live on land which formerly belonged to
them, and the settlers must do this or
the natives will help themselves from the
stock on the run; so the settlers try to
get something in return for the food they

*have to provide to aborigines on their
runs, and in this way the settlers provide
employment for the natives, but do it in
such a way and under such conditions as

Iamnount practicaly to slavery. The natives
are bound by agreement to work for their
employers for a terni. of years at a cei-tain
rate of wages, with other conditions; but
we find that all that the natives get are
food and clothing, and they do not get
the wages they are entitled to under the
agreement. i say the Government should
insist on these natives getting what is
due to them, or the Government should
relieve the squatters from the tr-ouble
which must othenivise ensue in having
aborigines on land which those natives
claim as their home, their own country.
Hon. members will know it is impossible
to drive natives off land which was for-
mnerly their own ; and as they must
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remain there, the Government should
give to the squatters that assistance which
is necessary by undertaking the care of
natives, so that the squatters mnay be
relieved of all trouble in that way. I do
not think the Goverunent should appoint
a board with officers in an outlying dis-
trict, and that this system should be
carried oin at a cost of X10,000 as we find
in the Estimates, unless the Government
give proper support to the board and its
officers in carrying out the law. I
am reminded that the Government
have to appoint a board in accordance
with the Constitution Act; but I
wish the Government to carry out
the low as it is laid down, and not
do as they have done in this case, by
acting unjustly towards their officers. So
long as the Government take the same
stand as they' did in that case, they
cannot expect their officers to administer
the law as it is laid down. Referring
now to the Police Department, there is
an amiount in the Estimates to provide
fuuds for police constables in lieu of
quarters in outlying districts; and this
is another instance of injustice to the
police. Constables are sent to the North-
West, for instance, and are supposed to
get in some places £20 to £40 per
annum in lieu of quarters, whereas we
find that instead of the department
giving themn £20 or £40 to provide
quarters for themselves, the department
places the men in tents, and continues
that scanty provision for two or three
years. Seeing that this poor accommo-
dation represents the £20 or £40 per
annum allowed in lien of quarters in cer-
taini cases, I believe the constables would
rather receive the £20 or.-£40 for quarters
if they mnight provide their own tents
with the maoney. On visiting the police
in their eamping places, it will be found
they are put up very insufficiently in
tents;, in which they are supposed to keep
office and live year after year. We have
instances, and I know of one in particular
in the Yalgoo district, where two conl-
stables built a camip and were supplied
with, tents in the usual way; but one of
them, being a married mnan, found it
necessary to erect a camp for himself and
famnily, so that the tents officially supplied
might not b e used by that Officer's famnily.
By, this arrangement those officers haid to
s$pend about £80 in erecting one of the

most complete and handsome camps to
be found on any galdfield; but what
reward did they get from the department ?
I made application on their behalf for
some compensation to be given, and I was
told those constables were endangering
their position by asking anyone outside
the departient to intercede for them.
This is the encouragement they got from
the department for having expended their
auIoe in providing comfortable q i arters;,

adfthink it is time that the rremier,
as head of the P1olice Department, should
take some notice of these complaints fromn
outlying districts, which have been coiig
in for years. Another item I will oppose
when it comes before us is a vote of
X5,555 for the Agricultural Department.
If there is one department in the service
that is causing more dissatisfaction than
another, and causing mnore ill-health, it
is the Agricultural Departmnent; for we
have it on record that there has been a
great outcry for years past for the adnis-
sion of fresh fruit on the goldfields, as
being necessary to health. Unless this
departmient. is very carefully handled,
when we ask for any facility or conces-
sion of this kind, we are met with the
plekb that to admit fruit will bring the
fruit-fly and other insect pests into the
country.

MRt. KiN OSII1ILL: Bugbears.
Mn. WALLACE:- And we are always

shown some report by the entomologist,
or some other " ologist," on the fruit-fly
and the San Josil scale; and thus we find
that the very kinds of fr-uit which can be
imported into the colony and safely and
conveniently forwarded to the goldafields
are, by the exertions of this department,
prevented from being landed.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAXS:
They are iiot prohibited.

MR. WALLACE~ -Hard fruits, such
as pears and apples, are prohibited.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
That is in consequence of the codlin
mnoth.

Ma. WVALLACE: I think every lion.
]Liember would much prefer to see the
fruit-fl 'y in the colony rather than have
the present policy' of the department con-
tinuted. We have instances of certain
fruit-growers in the colony selling apples
and other fruits at 8d. to Is. 4id. a
pound ;and of course producers who are
receiving those extortionate prices are

L'ASSEMBLY.] Finaacial Policy.
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quite satisfied that the department should
exist; bitt it is the majority of the people,
the general public, who desire cheap
fruit, and who know that the particular
kinds of fruit which the department pro-
hibits are the oniy fruits which can be
sent to the inland parts of the colony.
Those are the people who desire a change
in the policy of the department ; and it
is in cider to relieve the Suffering and to
dimirnsh ill-health broughitabout by the
want of fruit on the fields that I am agi-
tating with the same object. If thisa
department were entirely wiped out,an
the fruit-fly, and the San Jos( scale
allowed to come in unchecked, the posi-
tion of the colony would be much better
than it is.

THE COMMrISONER OF RAILWAYS
When I wats in Queensland, the people
told me the fruit-fly had destroyed nearly
the whole of their orchards, and they
were then about to take steps to eradicate
the pest.

MR. WALLACE: lam not an expert
in fruit. All I know is that we can buy
apples in Adelaide at from is. 6d. to 2s.
a bushel.

MR. VosPRn: Evidently the fl-nit-fly
is very' cheap: by all means let us have
him.

MR. WALLACE: But here we have
to give the fruit-grower 8d. to Is. 6d. a
pound for apples. Surely, considering
the number of inspectors in this depart-
muent and the amount of time they must
have, we can Safely permit the imuporta-
tion of apples, pears. and other hard
fruits which can be taken up country,
thus giving the inspectors something to
do in supervising the importation; be-
cause, from what I hear and know, it
strikes me that those inspectors spend all
their time in inspecting their own vine-
yards and orchards, and they are not.
paid. for doing that. If we pay persons
to do certain work, wre want to see that
the wvork is there to be done, and in this
case the general public feel confident that
there is not sufficient wyork for the inspec-
tors of this department. I shiall oppose
this vote when we come to it. There is
another altogether unnecessary itemi in
the estimate for the Mines Department.
We have numbers of depar-tments under
the Minister of Mines, but I wish to
refer to the item -"Inspector of Boilers,"
and to point out that in these days

of retrenchment, instead of cutting
off at few under-paid civil servants, we.
should cut off some of these heads of
departments receiving very high salaries
for very little work, and filling unneces-
sary positions.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: The posi-
tions are not unnecessary.
i MR. WALLACE:, As an instance of
an unnecessary position, I say it was un-
necessary to make a fresh appointment
of an inspector of hollers. We know that
the Minister has already many mine
inspectors, and what I want to know is,
instead of appointing an inspector of
boilers, why not place that dutyv on the.
shoulders of the inspectors of mines,
giving them, if necessary, small increases
of salary ?

TUE MINISTER Oi' MINES: They have
plenty to do now.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: A
]nan with technical knowledge is required
for the inspection of boilers. The posi-
tions are not analogous.

Mu. WALJLA OR: I question if there
Ibe one man in the position of inspector
of mines who knowvs less about boilers
than the present head of the depart-
ment. I do not say the head of the
department knows nothing; but I do
say that every inspector of mines, and if
I do not know them personally I know of
them, has quite as much kn~owledge of
the management and inspection of boilers
.a the present head of the department;
and I still say' that, instead of appointing
an independent inspector, the duties of
this position could have been imposed on
sonic of the present officers on the gold-
fields, without cutting off some miserably
paid civil servants who probably have
people dependent on them for bread.
This is another item to which I shall
refer when it is reached. There is also
another very ornamental item, £3,128 4s.
for Observator-y additiduns and improve-
mnents. One lion, member (Mr. Vosper)
referred to the large enclosure at the
Observatory as causing inconvenience to
the residents in the neighbourhood. We
have here £8,123 for further improve-

Imnents and additions, and I wish to ask
the Minister in charge of the department,
where is the necessity for this Observa-
tory, having regard to the information
which the Observatory has given to the
Public Uip to date f The late member for
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Oenildton (Mr. Simpson) j1ocularlyre
marked in this House that we got fore-
Casts for the Weather of Yesterday. I
have been reading the weather charts
provided for this House, and I do not see
in them anything of importance, except
perhaps to squatters; for, as one hon.
member interested in sheep-raising in the
North said, -It is very nice to hiave a
department like that, to which one can
refer in order to know if there is any
likelihood of rain fatling on a certain
portion of the run, so that one can either
place sheep there or send them to some
other locality." For that purpose the
department is very- convenient, but when
we have a scientist like Mx. Wragge, of
Brisbane, who predicts all disturbances
of any importance on this coast, I do not
see why we should go further by expend-
ing £8,000, and by reserving that beauti-
ful site on Mount Eliza, which could be
used for other and more necessary pur-
poses.

MR. ILLLNOWORTH: An excellent site
for a, new Parliament House.

AIR. WALLACE: Undoubtedly; yet
there, I understand, is a large area over
which a bird dare not fiy for fear of
interfering with the thermometers, baro-
meters, and telescopes. I think hon.
members might wvell consider that ques-
tion, and take warning by the instance of
the Mint, another public building in
respect of which wve find it necessary to
advance fresh moneys year after year for
upkeep and additions, just as we do to
the Observatory. Every Year we find
something on th~e Estimates for additions
to the Observator 'y, and if we appeal to
the Astronomer in charge, lie Will tell us
hie has not yet received all the instru-
ments necessar-y for giving us the reports
for which we have now to depend on Mr.
Wragge, of Brisbalie. Havingi regard to
the information given by this department
lip to dlate, I do not think it is of any
value whatever to the colony' ; and this
is one vote to which the Government
might well apply the pruning knife,
before the expeniture swells too much.'With regard to a sumn of £C2,000 for Gov-
ernment House, it does strike me that in
respect to this item, some blame must be
attachable to someone, to whom I cannot
say, when we see that the large suin Of
£20,000) or wore has been paid by the
Government for the erection of a ballroom.

THE COMIMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
Thirteen thousand seven hundred pounds.
You will find the amount on page 56.
item 77.

MR. WALLACE: That does not alter
my point. Plans were drawn uip for the
erection of a certain building, and now it
is necessary to devote further money to
alterations.

THE OolMrssovNF OF RAILWAYS:
No; there are no alterations whatever.

Mn. WALLACE: Look at page 56,
item 75.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
Well, that is included in the sumn I have
stated.

MR. WALLACE: I have added to-
gether- the various itenis spent on the
Governiment Rouse ball-room.

THE CommissxoxNri os RAILWAYS:
That expenditure is not for the ball-roomn
alone: there are nine other rooms.

MR. ILLINGOOTH: That was in the
original plan?

THE COMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
Look at item 77, page 56. I am asking
for £200.

MR. WALLACE: I think the Esti-
mates are correct. On page 61, item 212,
we find , "furniture for Government
House, new ball-room and additions."

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
That isa different thing altogether: that
is not a building.

MR. WALLACE: Yes; hut there are
also" "additions." With all due respect
to the Minister, why was it not dis-
covered at the time that these alterations
would be required?

THE OMMSuSIONER. OF RAILWAYS:
The extras consist of furniture.

Mn. WALLACE: Already there has
been spent £18,000 or £14,000; yet we
are ask-ed, year after year, to contribute
another £1,000; and we shall find that
my estimate of £20,000 as the actual
cost will be exceeded. When the Gov-
erment are expending so much money
on an unnecessary building like the Gov-
ermnent House ball-room, they should
see, and the Minister should see, that the
plans are clear and explicit, providing for
the accommodation required, so that. there
shall be no necessity to come to this
House with extra items.

THE CommissioNER OF RAILWAYS: We
have not exceeded the estimate by one
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pennky. The original vote was C15,000,
and I have not exceeded it,

MR. WALLACE: I do not say you
have; but I say the estimate will be
exceeded by time time the building is
finished. There is £'2,000 here now.
However, we shall have the views of
other members on the little matters I
have referred to. I will not detain the
House longer, but I ask the several
Ministers to whom I have made reference
lo take note of time remarks mnade by
one like myself, who has been styled by
the Premier "laU-wise"; and let them
remember that. at times even the most
dense person mazy make Suggestions
worth recollecting.

Tax Commrssiowwa or RAILWAYS: We
will take notes.

MR. WALLACE:- I thank the Minis-
ter; but lie often tells tue hie will do that,
and nothing comes of it. In pointing
out these items, I think I ain within my
right as a member of the House. I know
the diseusaion on these Estimates is
tedious and tiresome to the Ministry, in-
asmuch as every member believes he
knows. snore than the Ministers in charge
of departments; nevertheless, members
have a right to criticise, and if I have
app~arently an unkind mianner of criticis-
ing the actions of the Government, I do
not mean it unkindly. The Minister of
Mines says I ami sarcastic. in mny style of
speaking ; but I cani only hope Ministers
will be as fair in their speeches as I have.
been in mine, and will not makie asser-
tions which they must know are not true.
As one who rarely if ever interjects while
other members are speaking, I ask Min-
isters, in order that they may not induce
me to become an objectionable interjector,
th'at when referring to any matters in
which I am interested they should lay
thme truth distinctly before us. They can
easily do this, as theyv must be in posses-
Sion of the facts.

THE Commssssow ER OF RAILWAYS: I
interjected only when you Said a certain
work cost £7,000 more than it actually
cost.

MR. WALLACE: I do not know
whether to congratulate the Government
or the country, because two authorities
on this side of the House havb differed
on that point, one memnber congratulating
the Govern ment, and the other member
the country, on our position to-day.

Following the example' of the maeiiber
for Central Murchison, I will congrata-
late the country, and hope that when the
Estimates come down next year, the case
will not be worse than it is at the present,
and that if there is a bad ease, the
Premier will come forward with the same
amount of assurance as that with which
he delivered his Budget Speech.

MR. HOLMES (East Fremantle):- It
is not my intention to deal with the

sitemns until they are before us, but to
Ibriefly criticise the speech of the Premier.
I listened attentively to what the Premier
is pleased to call his Financial Statement,
and I think a number of members will
agree wvith me when I say the figures and
information contained in the Statement
were not in any way new. What he told
us we were already aware of, and hie left
us in the dark as to those matters on
which we were entitled to information.
However, I realise that in this country
we have to be thankful for small mercies,
and for what the Premier or anuy other
Minister chooses to tell us.

MR. VosPrun: Prai se John, fromnwhom
all b lessings flow!1

MR. HOLMES: If a member becomes
inquisitive, it is the fault of the Afinistry*
for resorting to the tactics of withholding
information to which members are justly
entitled. The Premier told us there hadl
never been a dark spot on the history of
Western Australia. With that sentiment
most of uis will agree, with one exception
probably; because in our opinion, and
the opinion may be justified, the only
dark spot is the Forrest Administration.
There is; nothing the matter with the
eountiw; and we have always criticised
the Administration, while attempting to
Show that the country was all right; but
the Premier looks at the question from
the other point of view, and refers to uis
as " croakers," " irresponsibles," and so
forth ; indeed, he has repeated these
Statements so often, and misconstrued
our statements so often, that I honestly
think hie has come to the conclusion tha
his is the right constructaon. It is
possible by repeating a statement to
make ourselves believe in its truth, and

II take it that is the case with the Premier
when he -calls us " croakers" and "1irre-
spousibles." The country must be
resourceful, or it would never have stood
the bad administration of the last 10

11
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rears. The Premier in his speech
thianked members on the Government
side for the unselfish support they had
tendered to him and his Ministers for
the last 10 years; but when we see the
manner in which lie treats his supporters,
and 'deals it out," shall I say' , to the
Opposition, we cannot wonder at that
loyal support being extended. The
Premier, referring to the population of
the country, was unable to show the
population had increased as lie expected,
and he admitted that something or some-
one was wrong; and in that I think we
all agree. The Premier made the sug-
gestion, however, that except in the case
of the young, there was a disinclination
on die part of people to leave their homes
for other countries; and that was the
only argument, if it can be called an
argument, the Premier attempted in
order to show why people did not come
to the colon 'y. But surely that argument
is applicable to any country on the face
of God's earth; and yet the Premier
singles out this colony, and offers that
suggestion as an excuse or reason why
people do not comec here.

MR. MORAN: That is true of every
country, and therefore must he true of
this.

MR. HOLMES: The Premier argues
people do not come to the colony because
they do not care to leave their own
homes.
9 MR. MORAN: That is true.

If HOLMES: What I say is that if
that argument applies to this colony, it
applies to any other colony.

AIR. MORAN: If it is true of the lot,
it is true of this colony.

MR. HOLMES: I do not say it is true,
but Isay that if it applies to one colony,
it applies to all. How is it, if this argu-
mnent be true, that people go to other
colonies?

MR. MORAN: Just as miany comie here
as to the other colonies.

MR. HOLMES: I will explain pre-
sently why people do not come here.
The Premier boasted next of the revenue
estimate and results, and said the Gov-
erment are able to screw twice the
amount of revenue out of people here
that is screwed out of the people of South
Australia. He said that with half the
population there is as much taxation
raised in Western Australia as in South

Australia. Surely that accounts for
people not coming to this colony. The
Premier went on to say that hon. mem-
hers should consider .before they make
irresponsible statements; but he ought
to set a better example, because the
statement I have quoted is one which
will certainly not encourage people to
come to this colony. The Premier next
boasted that he and his Government
were able to save £9175,000 on last year's
Estimates; but in reality that money was
not saved. If there was no necessity last
year, why did the Government ask Par-
liament to vote this £176,000 ? If there
was necessity, why were the works not
carried outP The money has not been
saved, because works have yet to be
carried out.

MR. MORAN: Some of the works are
carried out.

MR. HOLMES: Following this point
tits logical issue, I say that if these

works were necessary 12 months ago,
they are necessary to-day, and, conse-
quently, this boast about saving £1 75,000
is like other arguments used in this
House, and can be taken for what it is
worth. The Premier also takes credit
for the gold output, and the satisfactory
development of our resources. I am pre-
pared to give honour to whom honour is
due, and if any Minister can show the
Government have a right to claim ct-edit
for the satisfactory results that have
attended the development of our mines,
I am prepared to give them that credit;
but I say that the facts are not sufficient
to justify the claim. It is the develop-
ment of our mines, and not the present
Administration that has placed the
country in the satisfactory position it
stands in to-day.

MR. A. FORREST: Is it the Opposi-
tion ?

MR. HOLMES: It is not the present
Administration, but the development of
the goldfields which has plated the
country in its present position.

MR. A. FORREST: Who built the rail-
ways ?

MR. HOLMES: I may refer to some-
thing later on that will give us some light
on the subject of the railways. If bon.
members want to know what the Govern-
mnent are responsible for, they are respon-
sible for the financial mess in which the
country stands to-day. I, as a son of
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the soil, object to lay counitry being
hawked round and pawned in the manner
it is. The idea of a Government, with
an asset such as this country behind
them, not being able to get mnoney at less
than 5 per cent. II

MR. A. FORREST: Four per cenit.
MR. HOLMES: The Government are

paying 5 per cent, at the present time.
What about the Treasury bills at £298
and 4 per cent., payable in two years?
Figure that out, 'you will find the interest
comes to more than 5 per cent. For
every £98 borrowed under the loan of a
million, the Goveirnmnent will have to pay
£108 land chatrges; and if that be not 5
pet- cent,, ind a little more, I am out in
my calculation, and I hope I may be cor-
rected. With, an asset such .as this
country, it is anl insult to the community
to have to payv 5 per cent, for money
borrowed. I, as a political "irrespon-
sible," could get any aniount I wanted at
5 per cent., and I have 110 asset like this
country behind me.-

MR. A. FORREST: The lhon, member
could not borrow money in his private
business at that rate.

MR. HOLMES: The hon. member has
had many dealings with me, probably
more than any man in this House, and
hie knows I am not given to miaking-
statements I Cannot substantiate.

MR. A. FORREST: I say that you could
not get money at that rate in your private
business.

MR. HOLMES: I do not dragr my,
private business into politics, as the- hon.
member does every time. I represent the
coumtry, and, unlike the lion. member, do
not represent myself.

MR- A. FORRUsT: The lion. member
represents himself pretty well, too.

MR. HOLMES: Thien the Premier
said that from an importing and export-
ing point of view, "we have done a great
deal for the people of the other colonies,
if we have not done anything for our-
selves." A statement like that brands
the Premier as what we honestly believe
hie is, though he has not the courage of
his convictions to confess it, namely, an
out-nd-out federalist. The Premier says
we have done a marvellous amount 'of
good for our friends in the East, and that
is federation, I Suppose, though he has
not the courage of his convictions to
announce and contend, as he did some

time ago, thet lie is a federalist at heart.
The Premier, in my estimation, is tihe
general manager of the country, and the
people are his directors; and if the
manager of a finaincial or commercial

i institution were to tell his board that if
he had done no good for them, he had
driven clients away to some other institu -
tion, what would the directors say ? They
would remove the general manager to a
position he ought to occupy.

MR. MORAN: Why not shunt the
Premier ?

MR. HOLMES: The people do not get
the opportunity.

AIR. MORAN: Then they cannot be
directors.

MR. HOLMES: The people are direc-
tors at the general election, under a four
years' agreement; and if they were given
an opportunity, probably the member for
East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran) would
vanish amongst others. Speaking of
the encouraging prospects, the Premier
expressed astonishment that the people
of the old Country would not take advant-

ag fthe opportunities this country
afodand went on to say that if

the old country only knew it was pos-
sible for a man poor to-day to be rich
to-morrow, they would flock here in un-
limited numbers. But whose fault is it
that people do not come? What does
the country pay the Premier and Minis-
ters for, if not to advertise the colony
and let it be known what the place is
worth? -It is absurd to tell lion, memi-
bers that if people only knew so-and-so,
so-and-so would be the i-esult.

Mn. MORANq: " Croakers " spoil all.
MR. HOLMES: It is the duty of the

Government to do so-and-so, and then
point out the satisfactory results.

MR. MORAN: If your words get
abroad they will have a bad effect.

Ma. A. FORREST: They will not be
reported.

MR. HOLMES: The lion. member is
the Press, and perhaps intends the words
shall not be published. The Premier
said the Coolgardie Exhibition had cost
f15.000, adding that there was a good
building that bad not yet been given away,
but be would have to give it away. The
Premier did not say he might, give the
building away, but that he " would have
to give it away-" We can understand th
loyal support accorded to the Govern-
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meait by the member for Coolgardie (Mr.
Morgans) and the soft-soap lie lavishes
over the Premier every opportunity lie
gets ; because that lion. member really
got £15,000 to play with, merely by
using soft-soap, which is a cheap article
and can be got in unlimited quantities.

MR. MORAN: It has been decided not
to shift the Exhibition building.

MR. HO [iMES: The Statement by
the Premier was an admission on his part
that his supporters have only to put the
screw on to get what they desire. In
speakinig of- the Railway Department the
Premier said all sorts of flattering things,
but it is not my desire to deal with that
matter now, because there 'will be oppor-
tunities later on. The Premier referred
to the public debt, hut did not convey to
the House the information which lie
should have given; and in fact we had
no notion that a million pounds' worth of
Treasury bills had been put on the
market when the right hon. gentleman
was speaking. That is one of the things
we have to finid out the best way We can,
The Premier expressed his regret that
there had been no increase of salaries,
with very few exceptions; and yet in the
face of that Statement there has been a
Premier's department created, with an
Under Secretary, a thing 'without prece-
dent in the Eastern colonies, and this
afficer has received an increase of £150 a
year on his salary. When we come to
that itemi in the Estimates, if necessity
arises, we shall divide the Committee oni
it. I would like to refer to some of the
defalcatious which are mentioned in the
Auditor General's report for the past
financial year, and 'which we find pro-
vided for in the Excess Bill, amounting
to £1,819 6s. 5d. The Auditor General
reports that the Audit Act requires
amnendnment. This amendment has been
promised, but has not been carried out
and I want to know how it is that the
Andit Act has. not been amended, when
Ministers have become aware of the
necessityv for it, The Anditor Genera]
says lie liae no authority to prosecute
offiers who make defakeations in the civil
service, and that al1though hie may issue
summonses, he cannot compel officers to
attend. We have an Auditor General
who is a servant of Parliament ; we see
civil Servants absolutely defying himn, and
thie Ministers countenance that sort of

conduct. The Commissioner of Railways
last year, as recorded in Hansard, Stated
that in the ease of an officer named Dar-
lington there had been a defalcation to
the amrount of £232 8s. lid.

Tan COMXISSIONER or RAILWAYS:,
That is the only instance that has
occurred.

MR. HOLMES:- But for the past
financial year the Excess Bill shows
defalcations amiounting to £1,819 6s. 5d.
Thre Government have been defrauded to
this extent, and yet the Commissioner of
Railways, when speaking on the Works
Estimates last year, in reply to a question
I asked about the field order account of
one X. Darlington, Showing a deficiency
of £4232 8s. lid., said:

A wan named Darlington was put in charge
of some artesian boring, and drew orders upon
the Government. When his account was
balanced, this amount was left as a debit..
The discovery was made after he had been dis-
pensed with. and an effort was unade to prose-
cute. In every instance of this sort, the
Government had instituted proceedings, which
uinfortunately were taken by the Auditor
General under the Audit Act; and the depart-
nuent was subsequently advised that, for soume
technical reason, the prosecution could not
succeed.

M r. Illingwortb: The Act required amend-
ment.

The Director of Public Works: The Act
would be amended so as to deal with such
cases in future. The man was dismissed, and
unfortunately he could not be prosecuted.

Mr. flhingworth : This was stolen nioney ?
The Directorof Public Works: Stolen money.

Yet we find these individuals are going on
defying the department, and that the total
defalcations for the last year amiounted
to £1,819 6s. 5d. Why is it the Minis-
ters will not give to the Auditor General
the power he should have, by asking Par-
liament to amend the Audit Act?~ Are
the Ministers afraid that the Auditor
General will bring the thieves to justice,
and expose the incompetency of particu-
lar departments? Or what is it? We
know that if the Auditor General be
given the power to take necessary action,
be will not, care whether it is against a
Minister or a man. [A Msmann: A
man?) I said a mian,' because we
k-now that. Ministers in this country are
little gods, and that is the distinction I
wish to draw. We finid also there are
disputes going on between the heads of
one department and another, that the
Auditor General and the Engineer-ini-
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Chief have been long disputing, and that
these and other heads of departments
are continually disputing over items.
Disputes of this kind should never have
occurred, and yet they arose out of the
sale and transfer of goods from one
department to another. This sort of
thing has been going on for two or three
years, and the points in dispute are not
decided yet, and never will be unless
some pressure is brought to bear. For
instance, in reference to thle sale of an
engine to Gill, McDowell, and Company,
the Auditor General and the Premier
got at loggerheads, because the Premier
wanted to (redi t the proceeds to a certain
vote, and the Auditor General would not
consent to it. After the dispute had
been going on for some time, the Auditor
General addressed a, lette-r to the Under
Secretary for Railways, saying:--" Please
inform me the date whenl the engine in
question was purchased; also the
vote to which the amount was debited,"
It appears from the correspondence that
when one officer resigns, and another
officer succeeds him in the position,
the first officer takes away all books,
papers, and records connected with
that office, and the new officer has no
records to go Upon. What does it all
meant? Surely there is something wrong,
and if Ministers want to k-now where the
wrong is, I can tell them. The trouble
commenced, and has continued for Years,
in connection with the Stores branch,
arising out of the system of storekeeping;
holding goods for a certain period, and
then charging them out of different votes
and different items. The crux of the
position is that every item for every work
that is ordered should go through the
Storekeeper to the Agent General, and
when the purchase is effected and the
papers come to h~nd, they should pass to
the Storekeeper, and the cost with all
particulars of the purchase should be
debited to the vote for which that article
is intended ; and in this way there should
be ai permanent record of the transaction.
The Storekeeper, immediately on the
arrival of goods, Should advise the parti-
cular department that the goods are to
hand, and have been debited to the
specific vote; and if the department
requiring that article does not choose to
claim it, but leaves it lying there for a
long period, as was the case in the past,

articles having been left to accumulate at
Fremantle, and standing now as an asset
in the books to the value of half a million
of money--

Tnx COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: YOU
are stating them at twice the value at
which they stand to-day.

MR. HOLMES: If the Minister does
not choose to stand up and reply, he
should not interrupt. When the last esti-
mate was prepared, the Stores appeared
then within a few pounds of half a
million, or exactly X450,000, I think.
Stores have accumulated for years. and
the department are afraid to take steps to
see what actual value is left-afraid to
take Stock, though they have a capable
officer in charge at Fremantle, a man
whom we all respect and admire.

THE COMMISSIoNER OF RAILWAYS:
You never find fault with Fremantle
men, do you? You are always fighting
for Fremantle.

Mn. HOLMES : If the department
would commence rightly, by debiting
these goods, when ordered, to the works
for which they are Intended, we should
not have the Auditor General, the
Premier, the Commissioner of Railways.
the General Traffic Manager, the Under
Secretary, and the rest of them, chasing-
one another round from Monday miornting
to Saturday night, trying to find out
what an item cost and under which vote
it was intended to be placed. The whole
system is Wrong from start to finish.
Unless the departent commences in the
right place to reorganise the whole ser-
vice, this kind of thing will go on for ever
and a, day. The Auditor General also
refers to dual payments: lie says there
have been thousands of pounds paid twice
over to public creditors ; and fortunately
he has been successful in most instances
in recovering such amounts, but in some
cases hie has not been able to do so,
for if the payee die or leave the country,
and a man would undoubtedly do thie
latter if a very large Sum were paid hint
twice over, or if the payee become bank-
rupt, the department can never recover
the amount again. They have paid some
amounts twvice, and subsequently have
found that the money is not recoverable.
This state of affairs is really prepos-
terous, and I do not know wha to think
of the way in which the affairs of the
country are managed.
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Mu. JAMES: Mismanaged.
MR. HOLMES: T know that anyv

criticism that has gone forth f romline in
the past has been more than justified;
and, if necessary to bring about a better
state of things, I shall have to be even
more severe in the future than I have
been up to date. I should like to know
if these dual payments occur in any
private offices.

MR. A. FORRESTr: Sometimes.
AIR. HOLMES: If they do occur, we

know what the result is ; we know that
if anl accountant pay a bill twice, that
blunder mnay be overlooked once; but, as
sure as it occurs a second ti'me, the
offender is promoted to a vacancy which
hie justly' deserves; and the same
principle applies to the Government or
to a department which cannot keep, books
to prevent dual paymients.

THE OMMissIONER Or RAILWAYS:
The Auditor General complimented both
the accounitanits.

MR. HOLMES: I hlave read the re-
port, and have put my own construction
on it. If the Commissioner of Railways
chooses to deny the truth of the report,
I will not acecept his denial. I think I
have shown that the Premier, while he
told us what he could not help telling,
certainly dlid not tell its what we are en-
titled to know. He claimed loyal support
from hion. inembers opposite, which
support has cost the country more
than it ought to do. I ]lave shown that
the Premier's suggestions as to an in-
crease of population are nothing less than
ridiculous. I hlave shown that lie boasted
of having squeezed twice as much revenue
out of thme people of Western Australia
as South Australia squeezes out of her
people.

Mn. JAMES: He has done that, true
enough.

MR. HOLMES: The Premier's argu-
mient that he has saved £150,000 in
public works is nothing less than absurd,
and his boast that he has done no good
for the people of Western A ustralia but
has done good for the people of the
other colonies, brands him as wha~t we
believe he is, a federalist at heart.

MR. JAMS: Well, be ought to be
that.

"Mu. HOLMES: His admission that
lie would have to give the Exhibition
building at Coolgardie to the municipality

is only what we expect from such a weak-
kneed Government as is administering
the affairs of the country at the present
time. I ]lave not taken time to show
that the railways are not the success
,the Premier would lead us to believe
they are: I shall endeavour to do that
on another occasion, when opportLunit *y
presents itself. I have shown that as
a financier the Premier has been an
absolute failure. I have shown that hie
proposes to saddle this country with an
Under Secretary to the Premier, an office
unknown in any other colony, and which
will not be tolerated, I hiope, in this
colony. I have shown that money has
been stolen from public departments,
and that Ministers will not give the
Auditor General the authority to bring
the thieves to justice. I have shownl that

Ithe system of bookkeeping is wrong from
the start, and that there will be endless
confusion so long as it exists. I have
shown that accounts have been paid twice.
and that the money so spent cannot be
recovered.

THE CoMMIssroNER OF RAILWAYS
Twenty-three pounds; that is all.

I Mu. HOLMES: If I chose to delay
the House, I do not know what I might
show; but realising that in this; country
one can only enter his protest against
public abuses, seeing that we are ruled
by a majority, I do not think there is

Iany necessity for further occupying hon.
members' time.

MR. LOCKE: Hear, hear.
MR. JAMES: Yes; hear, hear. The

Government have had quite enough.
MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie):; I

wish to congratulate the Government
upon the facility with which they have
cut down the expenses of this country to
meet a falling revenue. I think the suc-
cess of the Government in this direction
has scarcelv be en equalled in any other
colony. I do not k-now of an instance
where so much retrenchment has been so
judiciously made with so little permanent
injury and loss to thle country. At the
time this retrenchment was introduced,
we did hear a little grumbling; but,
I think, even the Opposition will ad-
mit that this is the most difficult task
any, Government can undertake, to cut
down or prune the public expenditure.
When that expenditure has been grafted
or based upon a prospective revenue, all
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can realise how difficult it is to so Cut
down the expenditure as to meet the re-
quirements of the country, while at the
same time keeping within the limits of a
smaller revenue. I did not expect this
policy of retrenchment was going to be
so well, so quickly carried out, and I
think we have one and all good reason to
congratulate the country on the fact that
the Government are once more living
within their means, and that this result
has been achieved with a falling revenue,
and has been achieved, as far as we can
see, without that great heart-burning
which has been experienced in other
colonies on similar occasions. We have
no permanent historical " black Wednes-
day " as a result of the retrenchment in
this colony. Western Australia has once
more assumed the position of being the
most prosperous of the Australias, while
at the same time living within its means.
I forgot to mention, and I think it is due
to you, Mr. Chairman, to say I have
changed my seat. I know this is a mat-
ter of order, and I should have said so
before. I trust you will accept my
apology. I have moved from the seat I
formerly occupied, to that in front of
which I am now standing. Last year I
was amongst those who strongly 01)-
jected, from this side of the House, to
the Premier's estimate of revenue as
keing too high. I do not wish to weary
hon. members by looking up Han8ard,
but I then said emphatically that I
thought he should certainly have estimated.
our revenue at a lower figure. I only
wish to say now that I should like
to have seen this lprobable estimiate of
next year's revenue of £2,795,000 a little
lower too. It is hard, I know, for the
Government to cut down more than they
have done, and it is easy for myself and
Other private members' to express our
hopes and fears, and say what we Should
like to see done; but it is not always so
easy to do that. I recognise this diffi-
culty. But if Western Australia, during
the coming 12 months, gives to the Lrea-
Sur chest of this colony 21, millions of
money, she will be doing right nobly -
that is my belief; and if she do it next
year and the year after, she will be return-
ing a right noble revenue to the Govern-
ment of the country, a revenue far in
excess per head of that of any other
Australian colony, and such a revenue as

can be expected only from a prosperous
people. I should like if it had been pos-
sible-l do not say it is altogether an easy
or even a possible thing--to have seen this
estimate of revenue kept down lower than
it is, and the estimate of expenditure
kept down accordingly. In Saying this,
I must qualify my remarks by' stating
that I am not one of those who are much
afraid of a small deficit in a young and
growing colony, and in this I aut now
travelling on lines followed by the best
financiers of the world. The best authori-
ties on English and American finance tell
us that a deficit is a thing much to be
desired in public affairs, and that a aim-
plus in a, country is always more objection-
able, from an economic standpoint, than
a deficit can be. That is the view held
by nine-tenthis of the world's financiers,
that in Governments, surpluses are bad],
they are not desirable. Firstly, tlw-- take
awayv from Parliament the necessit% and
the desire for the close scrutiny thiat a
deficit calls for.

MR. JAMES: There is no such scrutiny
in this House. Look at the Excess Bill.

MR. MORAN: I might give that argu-
ment back to the lion. member, by saying
that I am sorry for the Opposition
if there be no scrutiny in this House.

MR. JAMES: Why do not you scru-
tinise ?

MR. MORAN: To carry on Govern-
ment, there must be two par-ties.

MR. JAMES: Why?
MR. MORAN: Because, if the bon.

member knows anything about Govern-
ment in any British colony, he knows
that party government is the rule, that it
is so in almost every country. However,
we have party government he re, a~nd them
has to be a Government majority, or the
Government cannot exist. But we on
this (Government) side of the House do
exercise our influence in the direction of
criticising the expenditure. Last yeatr I
opposed the Government railwa y policy*v;
andt before this session is over I hope to
oppose one of those railways again, as
strongly as I can in this Chamber. That
is my determination, because I do not
think the country is in a position to build
the railway in question. As a Govern-

ent" suportr,' I should have been much

btter leased, to have seen all mention of
publi works, except those in hand, kept
out of the estimate for another 12
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months; and probably I shall venture to
express that opinion somewhat more
strongly before the end of this session.
But I was dealing with these deficits, and
I say that we have in this House a close
Scrutiny of the finances. I do not wish
to accuse this Chamber of being negligeiit
in the distribution of the 1.eople's money.
We have had the mew her for East Fre-
mantle (Mr. Holmes) making a very
sharp criticism of the Government policy.
His was criticism of a decided character,
and if his remarks are true, he is doing
his duty. I will say this for the hion,
member's remarks: they certainly are
not calculated to placate the Government,
and perhaps they have ai little of that
flavour which one might expect from a
very bitter opponent of the Government,

MR. HOLMES:. They are facts, all the
same.

Mn. MORAN: -There are always differ-
ent methods of presenting facts. It is
thle dress in which you put them that
makes the difference. The lion. inember
has referred to sumns of money paid twice
by certain departments.

MR. HOLMES: Thousands of pounds,
the Auditor Gleneral Says.

31R. MORAN:- The total sum actually
lost in that way is very small, out of a
revenue of 2:i millions. I do not at all
Object to the lud way in which the lion.
mnember stated hisi facts, but I say the
facts themselves are small things. There
is not a House of Assembly.in Australia
which does its duty better than this
House in the way of criticisinig Estimates,
and there is no colony in Australia, where
the same lucid and full explanation is
griven with the Estimates. The Estimiates,
the financial information, and especially
the Financial Statements given to this
House, are the clearest of any in the
Australian colonies. Hon.nmembers know
that to be a fact. There is no colony
where one can see at a glance the position
of the colony so readily and so quickly as
it canl be seen here.

MR. JAM ES: Not as to fuatuire loans.
Mn, MORAN:- The hion. member is

perfectly con ec. He does not agree
with the imtnagwnlent of the colony, but
hie cannot say that he does not know the
lposition of the colony. We were told
this afternoon that the Premier, when
mnaking~ hlis Financial Statement, had not
told the Comiittee that hie was placing a

million loan on the London market; but
would any member of the Opposition, or

Ion the Government side of the House,
state such a piece of -rot" as that the
Premier should come to this House and
tell lion. mnembers when lie intended to
place a loan on the London market ? I
do not think the Premier himself knew
the date of the last loans. It mnight have
been just as well if he had known, but
why should he know to a day or a week?
I do tio t co ntend for one monient that the
Premier Ought to know the exact date on
which any given loan is to be floated.
We have a finanicial institution in London

Irunning our business in the matter of
loans, and their position with regard to
this colony is exactly the same as that of
the sharebrokers; who mnight be privately
employed by lion, members. If we give
our brokers a buying order or a selling
order, they are experts in their own
line, and they execute that order at
the most fitting and most proper moment.
Nobody cani olject to that, surely. To
have made it public that Treasury bills
to the amount of a million were to be
placed on the London market on a certain
day, would destroy the successful flota-
tion of the loan. Any intimation given
the day before, that a loan was to he
floated, would only result in the forina-
tion of rings and schemes inside the 24
hours, to beat the stock down and get it
at a small pr-ice. I believe that die
estimated revenue will not be quite
realised this year, and that we will have
another deficit, though perhaps a small
one; and I do not express that opinion
for the sake of being able to say I"II told
you so," but because I hope the G3overn-

Iment will carry on their policy of
economiy, regarding the estimated revenuie
of £2,800,000 from an optimistic point
of view while conducting their expendi-
tare froni a pessimistic point of view. I
hope the Government will exercise a wise
and cautious economy in carrying on the
svstemi of retrenchment, as in the past;
and this for a mioment brings in a much
debated question ; for until it is known
whether we are going to be an inudepen-
dent colony or, a federated colony, I should
advise stillI "more care; and certainly if

were in charge of the Government and
had a majority, I would undertake no
vo0te for railway extension, until the
decitsion. in regard to federation has been

[ASSEMBLY.] Kimacial Policy.
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arrived at. It behoves uts to be very
cautious, and to harbour every shilling,
until it is decided whether we are to make
this great change or not, because every-
one knows that such a change must
affect every penny of the revenue and
every small item, though we cannot
prophesy in what way. We know
perfeutly well that for a few years, to
take the most rosy view, our revenue
must be affected injuriously ; and under
the circumstances, I would advise great
caution pending the change. In or out of
federation, we have our debts to pay, 20s.
in the pound; the taxpayer will have to
repay the £14,000,000 to the British
bondholder with interest, and we must go
with slow and cautious steps. I am
inclined to think there is room for im-
provement in the Stores Department of
the colony, and perhaps the Director of
Public Works knows that as well as any-
body. It may be the effect of the
system, and a system takes some time to
change; but a wise Government Will
always "dish the Whigs" by making
changes where wrong exists, and thus
taking away front the Opposition the
cause to grumble. As a Government
supporter I would make uise of the
Opposition to find out what they con-
aider wrong, and then put matters right,
and no doubt good suggestions do come
from dlifferent parts of the Rouse. If
there be one member, who has earned his
position in the House, and the small,
paltry salary attached to that position,
and who is entitled to our respect and to
all the assistance we can give him, it is
the Director of Public Works and
Commissioner of Railways. That hion.
member does not know what it is to
spare his strength, his intelligence, or his
experience in the interests of the
country. He works night and day,
and anybody who does that and has
had a few years' experience must have
become a valuable servant to die people
of the coun try; and we hope that with
all his enthusiasm and hardl work, he
will not allow himself to be less amenable
to advice, simpl 'y because he has got more
perfect in his position. I do not think
be will be less amenable to advice, and,
with great respect to him, we look for his
careful attention when he has time to
make a thorough inquiry into the Stores
branch. If he throws into that work the

same amount of enthusiasm ai~ud attention
to detail which he has into the adminis-
tration of the railway aand other services,
great good will be done.. The Archi-
tect's branch has been put on a satis-
factory footing.

MR. JAMES: Not Satisfactory. It is
very expensive yet.

MR. MORAN: The hon. mnenmber will
admit that the Architect's lbranch is tea
times better than it was.

MR. JAMES: There is a most expensivc
staff.

Ma. MORAN: At any rate the work
is being well done, and the public build-
ings are no longer an offence to the
ordinary layman. The Minister had ant
unpleasant work to do there, and he did
it; and he has had a more unpleasant
work to do than all the Ministers put
together, and has succeeded. We only
hope he will now direct his attention to
the Stores branch, and remedy the defects
pointed out by members. I do not
think I need say anything about the
population question; because latterly thie
country has shown signs of prosperity,
with an increase in population which is
fairly Satisfactory. As a representative
of a mining constituency, I have a, word
to say to the Minister of Mines. On the
whole the public battery scheme has
proved a success, and the Minister of
Mines has had infinitely less failures in
his department than are shown by all
the mining companies throughout the
country. Would to goodness Br-itish in-
vestors had had no greater number of
failures in the erection. of their batteries
than the Minister of Mines. The gold-
fields, I am sorry to say, are Littered
from one end to the other with gigantic
failures of so-called world-wide experts in
the way of erecting batteries, and the
Government are showing a bright and
brilliant examp~le all the world over ats to
what can be done with comparatively a
few thousand pounds in the way of pro-
viding crushing plants. Of course, the
Government cannot guarantee that all
the newly-opened centres will last, but
the Government are doing all they can
with good faithful officers, and exercising
great care; and when at district is no
longer worthy of a public battery, all the
Government need doa it to shift the
battery somewhere else. The new centres
will not be all FaLgoorlies, but the
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batteries are doing a great good to the
country, and the beneficial effects are
being felt every day. I watch very
closely the reports as to these public
batteries, and as a mining man, I ask the
Minister of Mines to accept my thanks
and congratulations on the economical
and fairly successful way in which these
are beilig administered, the results beinig
more satisfactory than those shown 1by 1
any private corporation in Western Aus-
tralia. That is as it should be, because
the Government ought to lead, and have
the best officers. As to the increases of
salaries which lion. members have alluded
to, I suppose these can be dealt with
when the items are before the Com-
mittee. I will not be personal or
parochial and talk about my own affairs,
except that I hope the Government wvill
not put up £15,000 worth or buildings,
only to have to take them down and put
up again next year in a bigger centre.
School accommodation in my district is
never up to the requirements, and is anl
urgent necessity, although the Govern-
ment are hurrying forward with big
strides. There is an astonishin~g increase
of women and children around Kalgoorlie
and Boulder, and very shortly there will
be mor-e children going to school there
than in Perth. There are, I suppose.
1,000 children ready to go to school at
Boulder to-day and a similar number at
Kalgoorlie, and wives and families are
comningaily from the other side. Thus
the objection we all talked about before,
namiely the absence of wives and families
of the married men on the fields, is vanish-
ing. The Minister of Lands has sent his
Surveyor General up there to inquire
into the demuand for increased accoinmo-
dation of homes for the people. There
is not a residence area to he had, and
while people are arguing about one
schemle and another, there are hundreds
of people waiting to get homes in suit-
able positions. There is any amount of
room on the goldfields. Some of the
leases aire falling in, and becoming what
they were intended to be, residence areas;
and I hope in another Couple Of years to
see the towns of Kalgoorlie and Boulder,
which are really one, the largest inland
town in Australia. I hope the Govern-
ment will keep pace with the times in the
way of providing school aLc01omniodatitl
first, and other public buildings after-

wards. If good, wholesome, well venti-
Ilated schools, with the best and well-paid
teachers are provided, the Government
will get at the hearts of the fathers and

Imothers ; and I anm pleased to say the
Government are erecting stone build-
ings ther-e now, thus showing the solidity
of the place. We are proud to see stone
schools at Katlgoorlie, Boulder-,Coolgardie,
and other places, while it was only the
other day the first brick or stone school
was erected at Broken Hill (N.S.W.)
We are miles ahead of any other colony
in providing buildings of a substantial
character onl the goldfields and in back
settlements. On the whole I congratulate
the Goveriment on their financial ad-
ministratiomn during the dangerous and
trying time of last year; and I conclude
by saying I do not think we will get the
revenue estimated, and hoping we will not
spend up to that amount, but will go on in
an economical way, because the country
is not ripe for a4 big railway policy this
year.-

At 6.30, the CHAkIRMAN left the Chair.

At 7-30, Chair resumed.

MR. SOLOMON (South Fremantle):
In speaking onl the position of the colony
as shown in the Premier's Financial
Statement, I cannot agree with the mem-
ber for Central Murchison (Mr. Illing-
worth) in his remarks on the imports and
exports of the colony as showing alto-
gether a satisfactory state of the colony's
progress in this direction. If the greater
part of our exports, as shown in the
total value, consisted of wool, timber,

Iand other natural products, instea . of
consisting mainly in gold won from the
earth and sent away, the colony would be
in a better position; whereas we know that
the gold, which forms so large a propor-
tion in the total value of these exports, is
sent away and distributed as dividends
amiongst investors throughout the United
Kingdom. So that in looking kit the
comparative values of ou- imports and
exports, I do not feel that satisfaction
which time lion. member expressed. It
has been asked, whyv is it, when the
colony is in such a flurishing condition,
that there is so much depression ? This
is easily accounted for. The reason is
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that traders have been obliged to import
goods to this colony for the purpose of
supplying people on the goldfields, and
the money that is being obtained from
these goldfields is not circulated within
the colony; the result being that
merchants and others are obliged to over-
draw their accounts, and consequently
business is to a great extent stagnant.
To iny mind, that is the great cause of
the stagnation of trade. At the present
time we hear nearly everybody round us
Complaining of want of money. Mer-
chants have any amount of goods, but
there is not the demand that there should
be for the quantity imported; sand that is
one of the great reasons why we have so
much depression in this colony at the
present time.

MR. ILLIl4OWORTH: The Premier says
there is no depression.

MR. SOLOMON: There is no doubt
that, so far as the colony itself is con-
cerned, it cannot go wrong. Our assets
are in every way beyond our liabilities at
the present time; consequently it does
not require the Government. to take credit
to themselves that the colony is in a
prosperous condition-it is prosperous on
account of its natural resources; but
what we want is to turn those resources
to account, so that they shall place us
second to none in Australasia or any-
where else. There is no doubt that great
dissatisfaction exists throughout the de-
partments in this colony, and what is the
reason for it?9 The reason is, and I speak
more particularly with regard to the
Railway and Works Departments -

THE Comuiassioiys OF RxALwYs:
Political interference.

MR.. SOLOMON: The reason is that
the retrenchment which had to be made
was not made in the proper way; and
had it been made by retrenching from the
heads of the departments down to those
officers who receive perhaps £2200 a year,
there would have been much more satis-
faction than there is at the present time
with the retrenchment that has been car-
ried out. Constant complaints lhave been
made that those who have been in the
service for years and years are put out of
positions, and others who have been here
perhaps at few months are put over their
heads; and this constant complaint does
not seein ho be mned. It is a pity the
Government Julve not taken more notice

of such complaints, and I think the
Ministerial head of a department should
exercise more control, and not leave so
much to subordinates. It does appear to
me, and I think tio many other members,
that the dual Position of the Conimis-
sioner of Railways and Director of Public
Works is too much for one man to
fill properly : it requires too much
brain-work and too much labour. If the
one position, sa 'y that of Comm issioner of
Railways, is to he carried out properly,
this is all we can expect from one mani,
and the same applies to anyone perfonm-
ing the duties of Director of Public
Works. With regard to the Auditor
General, I think, the Government should,
without delay, bring in a Bill to give
further powers in addition to the powers
he has uinder the Act, and they are very
mneagre: 'he should have f urther power to
prosecute where it is necessary, and should
be able to control unauthorised expendi-
ture, and have power to put his foot
down in case of auy unauthorised expendi-
ture being attempted, and say, "I will
not allow it."

MR. KINGSMILL (Pilbarra): If Iant
to follow the precedent which has been so
generally set, it will be necessary for me
to begin by congratulating somebody Or
something upon the state of the colony.
If I must do so, I think the most fitting
recipient for these congratulations is the
colony itself. I do not feel disposed to
take tip the position of those members
who have spoken on the Government side
of the House, and it is to he regretted
they are so few, by saying that all the
good things that have fallen to the colony
are due to the excellence of its adminis-
tration.

MR. ILLINGORTH: Twice over.
MR. A. FORREST: The Government

get all the blame.
MR. KINGSMILL: Yes; and the

only thing I have to regret is that the
blame does the Government so little
good. They do not' seem to alter their
ways so as to incur less blamue than they
are getting; therefore I do not propose
to) give them credit which is due, not to
the Government, but rather to the opera-
tions of nature.

MR. JAmrs: Well, the Government
control nature.

MR. KCINGSMILL: Tt is very satis.
factory to hear the Premier quote the
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statistics regardling the population of the
colony, and indeed I think that if ever a
colony were in crying need of a papaula-
tion, Western Australia is that colony.
When we consider that we have to raise
a revenue of a little over 2 1 millions
mn order to run this immense country,
we may be excused for wishing for mnore
people to come in to lighten the heavy
burden which that revenue entails. I
am much pleased that the Premier touched
slightly upon the new mining develop-
ments in this country, and I think it is
a matter for gratification that those
developments should be taking place now
in the south-western and southern portions
of the colony ; for they have a very
important significance in virtue of their
position, as I hold that there is no means
by which the taking up and the cultiva-
tion of land in those parts of the colony
can be better assured than by the dis-
covery of mineral riches in the neigh-
bourhood ; and I much regret that
circunmstances over which the Govern-
ment have apparently, no control, _prevent
the like developments. in the country
lyiug between Perth and Geraldtoat. The
Premier, I think in his Budget speech,
made use of one argument which is not
altogether justified by facts, when he said
that because the resources of the colony
are good, and because the commercial,
finances of the colony are in a fairly good
condition, therefore the colony's political
finances miust also be flourishing. It is
true that the political finances of any
country are, to a great extent, dependent
upon the state of its coruercial. finances;
but prosperity in both is very far from
being' synchronous, and I think in this
case our political finances have a. good
deal of ground to make up before they
attain the same level as our comniercial
finances. I am much pleased to hear
from business people that there is at
present no depression. 1 believe the de-
pression has, as it were, lifted itself, and
has now biecomte simply a state of flat-
ntess - and I hope before long that, b "Y a
sort of geometrical progression, affairs
commercial will at least coume to be, so to
speak, slightly convex. One was apt to
be rather mnisled, I think, and I may say
disappointed, byv what has been in years
past the most interesting part of the
Budget speec being left out this year,
and that is the statemient of the loan

policy of the country; anid I think it
almost seemed to me that the Premier-

THE Connissiowmit O.F RA.ILwAYs:
That is always dealt with in a separate
speech,

MR. KINGSMTILL: I think if the
Commissioner of Railways will look uip
former Budget Speeches he will find that
at least somie little foreshadowing of the
loan policy of the Government has
hitherto been the custom. I should like
to point out to the Minister that I do not
in any way presume to find fault with the
Government: I only regret the fact, as
the absence of such information has for
mie robbed the speech of very much of the
interest which I uisually feel in it. It
almost seemed to me as though tme
Premier, when delivering that Budget
speech was not aware of the turn events
were taking in London. He did not
seem to be aware that this million pounds
worth of Treasury bills was being floated
on the London market,

MR. ILLINGOoRTH: It was not con-
venient to say so.

MR. KINOSMILL: Because both the
Premier and his trusty henchman, the
mnember for Coolgardie (Mr. Morgans),
said that there was no thought of borrow-
ing; that the market was not favourable;
and yet, at the samne time, almost at the
same moment, those bills were being
floated in London.

MR. ILLINrawoRTM: There was an
overdraft in a London bank.

MR. KINGSMILLa: I hope the suig-
gestion of the bon. niember interjecting,
which has been made by two members of
this (the Opposition) side of the House,
does not. give the true reason for the
flotation of those Treasury bills.

Ma. A. F5ORREST: No. There is no-
thing like that about the loan raised.

Ma. XINGSMAILL: I am glad to have
that assurance from the nmemnber for
West Kimberley (Mr. A. Forrest), for I
ami sure he knows all about it. It seems
to me that possibly there are several
caulses -why present circumstances should
not be favourable for the flotation of a
loan. I know the Premier said that the
present political complications had
rendered the flotation of the loan which
has been floated practically impossible, or
at least not advisable; but I think there
is another reason. I think that the
purpose, or one of the purposes, for which

[ASSEMBLY.j Financial Policy.
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tis loan is required has a good deal to
do with the market being unfavourable.
Of course it is useless to cry over spilt
milk, and I suppose the same rule
applies to what I mnay call spilt water,
namely, the Coolgardie water scheme. I
think that undertaking has a great deal
to do with the unfavourable position to-
wards Western Australia taken up by the
L~ondon market to-day. I was very glad
to hear, though I was not much relieved
by, tile remajrks of the member for Cool-
gardie (Mr. Morgans), sand the cheerfuli
manner in which he assured this House
that the Coolg-ardie water scheme was a
inert' trifle, and that it would pay, to use
acolloqnial expression, "front the jump."
The hon. member said it would pay the
Government, that it was going to be a
very remunerative investment, and that
we neced suffer no anxiety whatever,
either as regards raising the money, or as
rewards the commercial success of the
scheme after its completion. I only wish
the hon. membher's hopes may be realised,
but I regret to say that I have iny
d~oubts To treat shortly some of the
itemis in the estimated expenditure for
this year, I was somewhat disitlpointed.
to find that, although there were certain
increases in the salaries of the civil
servants, the increases seem. to be eN-
treinely disproportionately' divided be-
tween the different departments. I regret
to find that what in my opinion at all
events seem to be totally disproportionate
increases in salaries have been granted in
the Premier's department, a department
which, the Premier says, is undergoing
reorganisation, but which, from the
appearance of the Estimates, I cannot see
is being reorgansed in any way what-
ever, except that the titles of certain
officers have been changed, and that,
with such changes, very large increases
of salaries have been granted. I am far
from wishing to interfere with those
officials who have been, lucky enough to
have their salaries raised, or to say they
are not fully deserving of their increases,
but I would point out to the Premier-
who is not in his place, I amn sorry to see,
and I ama more sorry because I believe his
absence is due to indisposition-that these
disproportionate increases are likely to
have an extremely bad moral effect on the
civil Service. Where certain officers find,
after years of hard work, that other

officers, who I ant sure they know are
not more deserving than themselves, get
large increases of salary without any
further increase of work, and when they
find that they themselves are passed over
without any increase of salary' , or at all
events with extremely small increases as
compared with the other cases, I think
such occurrences are likely to produce in
file first-mentioned officials a feeling of
discontent, and will not tend to their
doing satisfactory work in their depart-
Mnents and for their employers the
Government. There are, too, several
other circumstances connected with the
case which do not tend to aILLY this
possible feeling of dissatisfaiction. With
regard to the public works policy of the
Government, of Course I take it every
member is inclined to look at this sort of
thing fronm his own point of view, and there
is albsolultely only one point upon which I
can congratulate myself, namely that the
member for North-East Coolg-ardie (Mr.
Vosper) at all events will not have to
make any slighting allusions this year to
the amount spent on the non-revenue-
producing North, and that, if he ask for
a, return showing the moneys spent in
that district, the return, if turnished, will
l ie veryv short.

Ma. QEoRos: Have you gotno money?
MR. KINGSMIIL: The return will

not take very maony p.ages.
Ma. A. FORREST: We have had no

money whatever.
MR. KINGSMILL: I know it is abso-

lutely imipossible to satisfy everyone, as
far as that goes, when the Estimates come
out; I have never met a member of Par-lia-
ment who is satisfied with the Estimates;
for he always can point out, at all events,
if he did not get enough, where other
people have got too much. But I defy
anybody to do the same in my case, or in
that of those other hon. members for
northern electorates. I can safely say I
make that challenge with the utmost
equtanimityV.

MR. GEORGE: HOW mIuch have VCou

AIR. KINGSMILL: It is not worth
mentioning.

AIR. GEORGE: We have not got £200
for the Murray district. There will be
"ructions" if we do not get some more
money there soon.
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MR. KINGSMILjL: There is one de-
partment which I think has come ex-
tremely badly out of the ordeal with
regard to increases of salaries, and that is
the department of the Commissioner of
Crown Lands, and more especially in one
respect. There is a sub-department under
that Minister's supervision devoted to the
inspection of fisheries, in which thei-e are
some peculiar anomalies to be found.
Last year, although the fact is left out of
my copy of the Estimates, I believe there
was a chief inspector of fisheries who was
drawing the munificient saary of about
£8 a day, including travelling expenses.

MR. GEORGE: Who was that?
MR. KINGSMWIL: Mr. Thompson.

And his time being up, that officer left
and transferred his services to some other
colony. The importance of the fishing
industry has not decreased, as far as I
have been able to learn, but is rather the
other way about; yet the importance of
the officials in that department, and what
is of greater concern to them the amounts
of salaries, have very much decreased
this year. I believe the officer now in
charge of the department used to be the
inspector at Shaks Ray, and T find that
according to last year's returns he drew
at that plate a salaiy, of £800. Now he
has been promoted, made chief inspector
of fisheries.

MR. GEORGE; Where is he located ?
Mn. KTNGSMILL: In Perth. He

has the supervision of all the fisheries of
Western Australia; and this promotion
has brought with it a decrease in salary
of £100 per annum.

MR. GEORGE: Living is cheaper here,
you know.

MR. KINGSMILL: He is now in
receipt of £200 a year. The bon. niem-
lber says living is cheaper here; but I
think lie is rather inistat-en, because when
that officer was inspector at Sharks Bay
he was provided with a boat, and here he
is not even provided with a house.

Mn. GEORGE: They provide him with
at "h]ook," according to what you say.

MR. KINOSMILL: This is a very
important industry, and we are asking
too mnuch of fishery inspectors stationed
at Mandurab, Bunbury, and other
places, when we expect them to display
a befitting enthusiasm on the miserable
pittaiice theyI receive for their services,
more especially considering their work

has practically no time limit. There is
ictr hoif hysem watfo atcihean

inopeigt- hor sysem fato atc fiser
offender, may have to work 24 hours a
a day. There is another department
under the auspices of the Commissioner
of Crown Lands, on which the Govern-
ment might fittingly spend a little more
money: the Acclimiatisation branch, which
I a~m justified in regarding as a fairly
important department in a young couiitry.
The grant to that branch is the mag-
nifibent sum of £250 a year; and
when hon. members consider what is
being done in the way of acclimatisation
in other parts of the world, they may
agree that some portion of the money
spent on the Coolgardie Exhibition, the
Paris Exhibition, and such enterprises
might well be devoted to the support
of this department. I have very little to
say about the Mines Department; and,
as the Minister will understand, I have
practically nothing whatever to say
about public batteries, because I have
had no experience of them.

MR. ILraNawonRT: You would like to
have some experience of them.I

MR. KINOSMILL: I hope in the
i course of the next 12 months to have
Isome experience of public batteries; and,
if so, I hope to be able to report favour.
ably when the Estimates are before the

Hose next year. But great credit is
due to the Mines Department in connec-

ition with these batteries. As one
Iacquainted with the running of batteries
for some years, I honestly congratulate
the Minister and the -Superintendent of
Public Batteries, on the cheap rate at
which stone is crushed ; and if the de-
partment were somewhat slow in starting
the batteries, they are doing extremely
good and cheap work. I feel I may
possibly be trespassing onl the good
nature of the House in waking these
remarks, which might very fairly be
dealt with when the items are before the
House, and I shall postpone any further
criticisms. I will conclude, as petitions do.
with a prayer that the next Budget will
find the Premier able to report that both
the comimercial aiid the political finances
of* this colony, are abreast of the times,
and marching hand ini band to a pros-
perous issue.

MR. CONOTLtY (Diundas): Although
I fully agree with the observations just

r,ASSEMBLY.J Financial Policy.
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made by the member for Pilbarra (Mr.
Kingsinill), with reference to the natural
resources of the colony being the prin-
cipal reason for the depression having so
largely -passed away from us since last
vear, I would like to say that, at a time
in the political history of the colony
very similar to that which has had to be
undergone by many of the Eastern
colonies, the Premier at the head of the
Government seems, in my opinion, to
have grappled with the situation in a
manner which reflected great credit on
the Administration, so far as the retrench-
inent then carried out was concerned.
Every person, more especially those who
are interested in politics, must have
recognised the very disagreeable and
arduous duties involved in that retrench-
ment. Whatever opinions we may have in
regard to the Government or its policy,
yet in the face of the financial position of
the colony as it appeared last year, that
retrenchment was necessary, and was
carried out, if not altogether in an equit-
able manner, still in a manner most
necessary for the welfare of the colony.
So far as the present financial state of the
colony appears to me, there has been an
improvement both in the revenue and the
credit of the colony duiring the last year.
Certainly we are still confronted with a
deficit, but as a former speaker has
already' intimated to-night, a deficit Ruch
as this need not cause any great fear or
dread in the minds of hon. members. W4'e
have in this colony a sound, permanent,
and I may say a wealthy asset, which has
not the least likelihood of being even
taxed, so far as we can at the present
moment see; and that. in going to the
London market we should have to raise the
percentage of interest on our loans is
really to me a matter utterly incompre-
hensible. I cannot see why Western
Australia., with its present resources and
its present output of gold, should have to
raise the interest on loans under the
present circumstances.

MR. ILLINGwORru: Bad financing;
that is all.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: We
do not control the markets of the world.

MR. CONOLLiY: The staple industry
of the colony has progressed and improved
beyond the expectations of most people
during the past 12 'months. The gold-
fields have not only kipread, but they have

returned interest in the form of dividends,
which in the minds of the most Sanguine
were totally unexpected 12 months ago.
Our gold resources, for it is on our gold
resources we depend most largely, have
extended in all directions, in the South-
West as well as in the Eastern portion
of the colony; and I cannot see any
danger at the present moment in the Gov-
ermnent of this colony carrying out their
public works policy. We have certainly
two items of considerable expenditure
which may possibly involve the raising of
another loan this year. These items are
in connection with the construction of
two railways ; and I sincerely hope mem -
hers on both sides of the House will
recognise that, as the railway policy of
this colony has in the past resulted in a
remunerative asset, they ought not in any
way to retard the passage of these two
great works. More especially have the
railways closely connected with our gold-
fields proved a remunerative asset. These
railways have in every respect and almost.
without exception proved am eminent
financial success. Nor would I like to
say that this is ain exception in this
colony ; because if we look at the railway
systems of Australasia, we shall invari-
ably find the most remunerative railways
have been those which have for their
basis the supplying of mineral centres
and goldfields. In Queensland the
Charters Towers line is undoubtedly the
most remunerative, and in South Aums-
tralia it is well known there is no rail-
way* which pays the Government so well
as that to Broken Hill. In fact, the
mining industry throughout Australia
has invaiiably been a guarantee for
remunerative returns from railways con-
structed. As hon. members wifl be well
aware, one of the proposed railways in
this colony is closely associated with the
Norseman goldield, which is a portion of
mnyconstituency. Those who have watched
the progress of that goldfield will recog-
nise that it possesses great permanent
resources, and the r-etarding of the con-
struction of this railway has done more to
injure and practically to almost ruin that
goldfield, than anything else that conldl
possibly have occurred. The Norseman
goldfield is undoubtedly an immense and
wealthy asset to this colony; but owing
to the difficult conditions which there
exist, not only have individual prospec-
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tors almost been frozen off, hut those
who would otherwise be willing to invest
money on the goldfield have been afraid
to do so. I hope no strong opposition
will he plated in the way of the measure
for the construction of tis railway, which
I feel convinced will he a remunerative
and beneficial work. There are two pub-
lic departments to which I would like to
see the Government pay rather more
attention. One is a department which I
on a former occasion had die honour of
mientioning, and one which to my mind has
not only 1)eeu largely underpaid, but in
the scale of remuneration shows anomalies
exceedingly hard either to understand
or explain. I would like to bring one
illustration forward, even in the small
district I represent. -There we have two
centres, one at Norseman which is a
mining centre, where the cost of living is
heavy and other difficulties occur, and the
other centre is at Esperance, where living
is comparatively cheap. At Norsenmnn
the postmaster, who controls eight officers,
receives a salary of £1 90 a year, while at
Esperance the postmaster, who controls
four officers, receives a salary of X250 a
.year. I could bring other instances.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
The Esperanice postmaster does not get a
goldields allowance, whereas the Norse-
man min-a does.

MR. CONOLLY: The goldfields allow-
ance is I believe £80 a year. but even
adding that does not bring the Norsemian
postmaster's salary equal wvith that of the
Esperance postmauster.

THE CMSOER ssxoAILWoYS: The
Esperance 1)ostinaster is the senior officer.

MR. CONOLLY: Then if theEsperance
postmaster is the senior officer, why is lie
not placed in charge of the more important
post office? Why should the Esperauce
postmnaster, being senior, have only four
officers under his charge, while the Norse-
man postmaster, who is junior, has eight
officers tinder his chargeV

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS

The Esperance post office is considered
the more important place.

Mn. CONOLLY: Thitt anomaly simply
proves the necessity for the Civil Service
Bill, which has been rejected in another
place.

AIR. GEORGE: The Government were
half -hearted about that mneasure, and never
meant it to be carried.

MR. CONOr4 LY; T know the Govern-

i ment wwrehalf-lieaxted about the measure,

benefit to the colony. I would like to
avail myself of this opportunity of asking
the Premier why, if he did not think the
measure would be for the benefit of the
colony, hie as leader of the Governmnent
was thle means of introducing it. That
statement by the Premier was, in my
opinion, absolutely unpardonable, comning
from a gentleman who has hitherto almost
made it his boast to legislate for the best

Iinterests and welfare of the colony. There
is another department to which I would
like to allude in passing, namely the
Defence Department. I see from the
Estimates that an amount of £18,000 is
to be expended oil the defence forces of
the colony; but so far as I can see, this
X18,000, for all the good it will be to the
colony, might just as well not be spent
at all. That amounat of money is, I

Ibelieve, spent annually for time mainten-
Iance of the volunteer forces ; and I1 would
like to say that to iny mind, as well as in
the opinion of others who have authority'
over this department and are in a position
to know, the volunteer forces as they
exist in this colony confer no security or
benefit on the people.

MR. GEORGE: They ai-e an ornamental
Iforce.

MR. CONOLLY: I do not think the
colony is inl a, position to pay X18,000 a
year for an ornamental defence force.

AIR. G1,ORoE: The police have lances.
ME. CONOLLY: Regarding this

matter from a practical and economical
stand point, I think this colony has arrived
at a stage when it should establish a

Ismall hut well equip)ped and well or-
ganised militia force. I do not mean to
say that this should be a large force, nor
do I wish to say much about the question
,at all; but I would suggest that a force
of about 500 well equipped and well
organised militiamen would not only be
ant economy to the colony, but would be
of inestimalble service. We have at the
present tie volunteers in this colony to
whom no officer can issue an order.
These men are under no discipline, and
if any trouble were to arise in any part
of thre colony, the force could not be
called out, if they individually or collec-
tively preferred nt to respond tothe call.
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There is no discipline or an 'y means of
compelling these men to comte out and do
their duty. Hon. members will have
recognised within the last few years that
complications may occur in this colony
which will mnake it necessary for the
Government to maintain the integrity of
our courts and our laws; and at the same
time it is the duty of every Government,
and I think the boast of every Govern-
irknt in a British community, that they
have always been capable of miaintainingr
the integrity of their laws and enforcing
the orders of their courts, and I hope
this colony Will. not h e the exception to
that rule. As to this vote for a volun-
teer force as it is at present, I would
either like to see the vote struck out, or
a sumn placed on the Estimaites sufficient
for thle proper equipment of at reliable
and well organised force; and this latter
it is my hope -will be carried out. It
would not involve a great cost, nand when
the item comes before us in the Estimates,
it is icy purpose to say a fewv words more
on the question.

MR. GEORGE: And I will help you.
MIR. WILSON (Canning) : I am. sure

we all regret very much that the Premier
has had to go home ill. this afternoon,
and I for one feel a desire not to speak
on the Financial Statement in his absence,
or not to criticise it at length. We all
trust the right lion. gentleman will be
recovered to-worrow or shortly, and be in
his place again. In regard to the Finani-
cial Statement, I am glad to say that,
to my mind, it shows some indications of
greater care in the drawing up of the
Estimates for the current v'ear than we
have experience& since I have had the
honour of a seat in this House. When
we consider that last year the estimate of
revenue placed before us was grossly
over-estimiated, that the merest tvro in
finance might have said- it was an
absolute impossibility to derive such a
revenue fromn this colony, we must be
pleased to think that for the current
year, at any rate, the Government have
endeavoured to come nearer to the mark
in estimating the revenue, and that
greater care appears to have been
exercised. Although what I charged them
with last year, that their Estimates were
made up to suit their requirements, that
what they wished for they estinmated, that
if they thought they ought to have three

millions of money to spend out of revenue
they estimated thieir revenue accordingly
-- although that element seems to have
been eliminated from the Estimates for
the current Year, yet I still think some
items in these Estimates are over-esti-
mated, and I do not think we -will be
able to reach the sum put down as
revenue, namely £2,795,000. M y reason
for this opinion I will give later onl, and
as I know members muxst be tire d with
the debate that has taken place on this
subject during the past week, I want to
make my) remarks as brief as possible. T
am weary, personial1y, when we consider
we have been sitting ]here over four
months, and the aniount of work we have
done is practically nothing; and I think
it is time some reorganisation should.
take place in our method of procedure,
for it appears to mne that 'members must
of necessity become demnoralised when
they sit here, night after night, and note
the little business that is done. Whiat is
thme reason for this? Not, as members
on the Government side may say, through
the long speeches delivered on the Oppo-
sition side; but the reason is that the
work, is not brought to us in the proper
form, is not brought down early enough.
In my opinion the measures of the Gov-
ernment ought to be duly prepared and
prnted and laid on the table within a
week after the Hfouse is called together;
and the Financial Statement, at any ratR.,
should be placed before lion. mnembers. at
thle latest by the end of July. If that
were done there is no doubt we would be
a' le to prorogue Parliament much earlier
than is done inder Present conditions. I
cannot too strongly impress on members
of tile Ministry that it is absolutely
necessary that if the work of the country
is. to be carried on satisfactorily, they
should attend to their business b)etter,
and should prepare the business in ad-
vance, so that members -may get through
it with reasonable despatel:'.

THrE COMinissiOER orF RAITLWAYS:

This has been an extraordinary session.
MR. A. FORREST: We have been four

monthis here and have done nothingr.
Ma. WILSON: Who is responsible

for that?
Mr. A. FORREgST:- The Opposition.
MR. WILSON: The Government can

control the business, when they like.'A M~ann:The Opposition control it.
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MR. WILSON: I wish we had the
controlling of it. Referring to the remarks
of thle member for East Coolgardie (Air.
Morin), when he said the Estimates for
this year might be considerably reduced
in safety, and that he preferred a deficit
to a large surplus, I agree with the holl.
inember, and may say I have advanced
that opinion before in this House. I
have said that I prefer to see a small
deficit at the end of the year, rather than
a large surplus. My opinion is that a,
large surplus is a dangerous thing, that
it tends to extravagance, and has done so
in the past in this colony ; and I say that
for years the Governmenut have been in
the habit of receiving such an enormous
revenue that they could not estimate it,
and that they have been receiving
£Q200,000, £400,000, up to £600,000 of
surplus over and above their estimate,
and the result has been extravagance and
-waste. No one canl deny that this is so,
and I quite agree 'vith the remark of the
hon. member when lie said he would
rather not see a large surplus. Referring
now to the general trade of the colony' , it
will be gratifying to all members of this
House, to the commercial conmnunity and
to the people of the colony generally, to
know that although the total value of our
imports and exports in 1898 was £150,000
less than those of 1897, yet the exports
had increased during 1898 by something
like a million of money; also that the
exports had risen from £13 per bead in
1896 to £29 per head in 1898. This
evidence of progress must be gratifying,
and must put great hope in the hearts of
all business men and the peopie resident
in the colony ; more especially so when
they know that this year our exports will
largely exceed our imiports; and although
I do not wish to argue, as some public
men have argued in the past in other
countries, that the difference of exports
over imports is all profit, yet the fact of
our exporting a greater value of goods
than we import tends to prove that we
are producing in our country, the money
we expend on our public requirements,
and this in itself is a guarantee of success
in the near future, and an assurance of
increased prosperity. The most pleasing
aspect of our trade in Western Australia
is the enormous output from our gold-
fields. This gold yield, which of course
is the main factor in our prosperity, will

I think in the near future be equal to, if
it does not surpass, the gold output in
the whole of the Australasian colonies;
and when we also consider that thle
developments which have taken place in
our leading mines at a great depth have
proved conclusively the permanency of
our gold mines, we must come to the one
conclusion, that the great desideratum of
a country, population, must be the result
here, thait our population must increase

-in consequence, that our cities and towns
-must grow and extend, that other towns
Will be built up in the far-hack portions
of the goldfields, and that this gold-
minling industry is of such great moment
that we must not allow any disturbing
element to creep in which may interfere
with its advancemeut. In connection
with that, I may mention the alluvial
trouble which has been hanging over
us for the past 12 or 18 months,
and has again come to the fore,
this trouble. between the alluvial iuiers
and the leaseholders; and, without going
into time question as to who is right and
who is wrong in that dispute, I say this
House and the Government must see that
justice is maintained at all hazards, and
that, if necessary, legislation must be
introduced to put an end to that unsatis-
factory state of affairs once and for all.
Above all, in connection with our gold
mnines and our great industries, I think
we must see that no obstacle is placed in
the way, of those who are engaged in these
industrial pursuits, in the way of assist-
ing themselves where the Government
cannot or have not the means to assist
them; and by that I mean we must per-
mit those who have invested money in
our snmies and other undertakings to
carry out their works, to carry out what
may appear to be public works to some
extent, in order that they may develop
their ufidertakinogs as speedily as we could

-wish, We Must do this by allowing them
to build tramways to) connect their mines
and mills as feeders to the main lines of
the Government, so that they may carry
their goods and products in the cheapest

-possible way.
TUFE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS

They are doing that already.
MR. WILSON: I know the mine

owners have complained to me that they
can not get permission to put down these
tram lines.
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THE Coi MlssroNea OF RAILWAYS:
I know that in one case they are putting
down 12 miles of line to connect with the
Goveinment railway.

MR. WILSON: Iain glad to bear the
Minister say hie has given permission to
connedt withi the Government line. In
the amending Land Act of last year
there is power given to construct railways
from timber mills to connect with the
Government railway ;and I say the
owners of inetis out back should have the
same power, because if we want the min-
ing industry to go ahead, we must give
to those who are engaged in it every
facility* , and wve cannot be expected to be
always building small railways to couple
up. Let the men who put money into
these undertakings build With their own
funds the small railways they wanit for
connecting with the trunk lines of the
Government; and I would let persons
carry out their minor water schemes in
the same way, for why should those men
who have gone out back and invested
largely in mtines and other works have to
wait year after year until the Govern-
inent are in a position to give them that
which they require for carrying on their
industries'? I say, if these men are will-
ing to do it, and if *e cm~ with safety to
the interests of the public allow them to
(10 it, we should give permission to carry
out their water schemes away back, and
provide themselves and their neighbours
with water. Let us at this time, when
we know our finances are tight, encourage
those people to come in and develop tis
country, which we can not possibly develop
satisfactorily through the Government
with public funds.

THE COMMISSIONER, OF RAILWAYS:
There are no restrictions.

MR. WILSON : I know of a dozen
water schemes that were put before the
Government, and not one of them Was
entertained.

THE C!OMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
That is a different thing altogether.

MR. WILSON: Although I admit the
country cannot get the same advantage
and benefit out of the gold export as it
can derive front produce and products
such as timber, and while we cannot over-
look the fact that it is a question of the
amount of money we expend and not the
amount produced, that it is this from
which the country derives a benefit, yet

we must also remember that the gold-
fields, the tinfields, and the coalfields are
the markets for our products, that these
are attracting our consumers, and that
these are the markets we want to extend
and supply, so that our farmers also may
share in the prosperous times. The tim-
ber industry, one of the largest industries
in the colony, is unfortunately somewhat
tinder a cloud at present; but the figures
are rather reassuring when we find that
in 1896 we exported only £182,000 worth
of timber, whereas in 1897 the export
amounted to £241,000; for 1898 it
amounted to,£357,000; and for this year
it will be over half a million of money in
value. Although this industry has been
somewhat overdone, which we admit, and
although it is uinder a temporary cloud,
yet the results from this industry' are
very gratifying, and must appeal with,
satisfaction to every member of the conm-
munity. I admit the timber trade has
been absolutely overdone, that it has. been
badly handled, that it has been over-
capitalised, and also owing to the insane
and unhealthy competition at home it has
received a check which at the present time
is acting very detrimentally to the trade,
and of course means a considerable loss
to this country and to all those who have
money invested in it; but I want to
explain that the capital invested ini the
timber trade in this colony is so enor-
mous that it is impossible the trade
should be allowed to lapse and go tinder,
as some people imagine. I am sanguine
that steps wvill be taken very shortly, and
are now being taken, to put this trade on
such a Sound footing that it will again
soon become a prosperous industry, and
enable large sums of money to be spent
in the employment of labour in the
colony. The agricultural pursuits in the
colony are also in a condition which must
be very pleasing to all of us, and to a
great extent satisfactory. I turned up
some figures last night, and found that
in 1896, only three years ago, we had
only 97,000 acres under crop, whereas we
have this year 171,000 acres. These
results seem to be a very promising indi-
cation, and I believe that next year we
shall, as we did last year, produce nearly
all the chaff required in the country, and
that next year we shall produce all the
wheat required for flour in the country.
The pastoralists also have had a good
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season :they tell me this is the best
season experienced for many years, and
that, by the good weather and the favour-
able market for their products, they have
been enabled to wipe off their overdrafts,
and that many of these pastoralists will
be absolutely free from debt. I am
pleased to think that is the case, and
we must all be pleased, because their
prosperity' will also mean our prosperity
and the prosperity of the whole colony.
When we take all these matters into con-
sideration, and note that the individual
has (lone his part in the industries of the
colony, when we note that the capitalists
have done their part, sand that the work-
ing classes have all worked hard to make
every industry in the colony a success,
we cannot but be struck with wonder
when we consider the cloud of depression
which is still, to a very large extent,
banging over us. It appears to me that
we must look somewhere else for the
cause of this depression; and I have
said before, and have no hesitation in
Saying again, that the cause of this
depression to a very great extent, I do not
say altogether, is in the nialadministra-
tion of our public affairs. I want to put
it briefly and without any heat or temper:
when we consider the cessation of public
wors-that enormous expenditure of
public money which the Premier has
been in the habit of dinning into our
ears, of boasting of so loudly-when we
consider that this cessation took place
suddenly, and that it was followed by
Wholesale dismissals of civil servants and
of other Government employees, and that
these two causes, reacting onl the trades-
people. of the colony, caused them to
enter into retrenchment, and that the
subsequent result of all this was the loss
of something like 7,000 of our popula-
tion between August, 1898, and March
of this year: then I think we must admit
that thie fatal boonm policy of public
expeunditur-e here, the enormous army of
civil Servants which the Forrest Ministry
attracted, to our shores and employed,
and then suddenly were forced to retrench,
has been one of the main factors, if not
the main factor, in causing the depression.

THE COMMISSIONER OF* RAILWAYS:
Would the dismissal of about 850 people
have such an influence upon the colony's
prosperit *y? Only some 350 were dis-
pensed With.

MR. WILSON: The Minister has not
followed my argument, and I do not think
it necessary to repeat myself. I think
hon. members generally know exactly
what I was aimmmg at. The Premier
argued very strongly that the reduction
in the amount of money-order remit-
tances, which last year was £260,000 less
than in 189.7, was an evidence that the
money was being kept in the colony and
was being expended here; and he took
that as a good omen. Now I do not. I
take thme opposite view ; because if we
compare that fact with the 7,000 people
who have left us during tme six months I
have mentioned, and then suppose that
8,500 of those, which is a very low esti-
mate, were males, and that they had been
in the habit of remitting 30s. per head per
week to their families in the other colo-
nies, we have the whole of this £2260,000
accounted for : it is accounted for by

+the people who have left our shores, and
who are now, I am happy to think, begin-
ning to return again; so that is another
argument which proves to my mind that
the depression has been largely caused by
the administration. Although I have
had to touch somewhat largely upon this
question of depression, I am glad to-night
to think, and to publicly state my opinioni,
that thme cloud of depression has a silver
lining; that it is slowly but surely lifting
and passing awaY from us; and that I
believe that as population is once more
attracted to our shores, and it is coming
gradually to us as time rolls on, that as
our population increases we shall find
this depression will lift from us, and
we shall have a return of the unexampled

Proserity which we enjoyed some two or
tnlue years ago. The great problem
which we as legislators have to solve, and
which ought to receive very careful con-
sideration at our hands, is how we are to
attract the people to our colony ; and,
when we get them here, how are we to
keep them here? We must not do as we
did in the past-attract them by boom
theories, and boom buildings, and boomi
extravagance; but we must attract them
on a Sound and solid basis; we must
attract the right sort of people too, so
that when they come here they may
settle down amongst us and become pro-
ducers and actual inhabitants of Western
Australia, settled here permanently and
resolved to make their homes here. 'That
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is the great problem we have to solve;
and to solve that problem we must find
out how we are to make the conditions of
life easier and cheaper than they have
been in the past. The Opposition have
often and often advocated the reduction
of duties for this purpose; and I now
feel, and hope hon. members will feel
also, that the great thing we have to work
for in this direction is federation. If
federation will bring population to our
shores, as I have no doubt it will, anld will
settle that population amongst us, then
let us go for federation; and I care for
nothing else in connection 'with the Com-.
monwealth, because if we once have popu-
lation i ncreasing month by month and year
by year, we are bound to have prosperity,
and what we all wish for, a leading
position in the great Commonwealth of
Australia. I wish to deal as briefly
as possible with these Estimates. The
Premier said the other night that hie
never knew mhembers of the Opposition to
lbe right in anything they advocated or in
any opinions they expressed. Of coarse
we are accustomned to that sort of thing,
and I regret the Premier is not in his
chair, because it goes against the grain
to say in his absence anything which
he might wish to reply to. But I want
to point out that last year members of
the Opposition very clearly showed the
Premier and his colleagues that the
Estimates were all astray. Not only one
mnember, but I think almost every
member on this side of the House pointed
out to the Premier how far he was wrong
in his estimated revenue, and I ventured
to give him some figures. 1 told him
I felt convinced that he could not possibly
receive more than £22,485,000 of revenue
for the year which ended on the 30th
June last. The Premier's estimate was
nearly £8,600,000. What has been the
result? The Premier recived £2,478,000,
a'difference of £6,000; and I know the
member for Central Murchison (Mr.
Illingwortli) also quoted figures at that
time almost identical with those I gave.
So how the Premier can turn round and
say that Opposition members are never
right, that their opinions are not worth
listening to, and that the people of the
colony do not care' what the Opposition
think or say, I cannot for a moment con-
ceive. It appears to me that the mem-
bers of the Opposition, in their state-

ments and in their judgments, have
proved themselves to be m uch more correct
than the Premier, and that, far from
being discredited with the people of
Western Australia, they should be ac-
credited, and I have no doubt theyv are
accredited b y the people of the country.
This year I am pleased to think at thie
outset that the Government are some-
what nearer the mark with their Esti-
miate; but I consider there are several
itemns here which are over-estimated, and
I will briefly deal with a few of them.
The estimated revenue for the year ending
30th June next is £2,795,000; and I
consider that the Premier will do ex-
cellently if this be correct; in fact, I
hardly think he will reach this figure,
but I think he may possibly receive
X2,650,000. I do not think for a mnoment
he can hope to get more; and I hope with
the member for East Coolgardie (Mr.
Moran) that the Government will antici-
pate a revenue somewhat under the
figures they have put down here, and will
cut their cloth accordingly. Under cus-
toms I notice they estimate to receive
something like the same amount they
received last year. In dealing with agri-
cultural pursuits, I stated that local pro-
duction is fast overtaking the supply of
wheat and flour in this country; there-
fore to be logical in our fiscal estimates
we must allow for the duty which the
Government have evidently estimated to
receive on those articles, and T put it
down at something like £20,000; there-
fore in customs revenue on these articles
alone-and I have not time to go through
all the goods which pass through our Cus-
toms-I put it down that the Govern-
meat cannot receive within £20,000 of
what they have estimated. I have care-
fully considered the land revenue, and
cannot perceive how the Government can
come within at least £10,000 of what
they estimate. With regard also to tele-
grams, I cannot conceive where the busi-
ness is to come from to increase our
telegraphic revenue from £74,000 to
£90,000 during this comning year. If we
can do as well as we did last yeaa-, or a
little better, and make that revenue
£80,000, that is as much as we can hope
for; so there Will be another £10,000
shortage in that department. In our
railway receipts also-and this will appeal
to the hon. mnember opposite (the Coni-
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mnissioner of Railways)- -I think we have
been too sangui.ne.

THe COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: We
shall get what I said.

MR. WILSON; I have put it down at
from X60,000 to £100,000 less than the
amount the department expect to realise.

MR. ILLINOWOUTH: The Minister did
not reach his estimate last year.

TRE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
There are too iuany hon. ]nembers running
the country down.

71fa. KINGsbM[LL : TOO much1 mnis-
management.

MR. WILSON: Then the speeches Of
of the Opposition were responsible for a
decrease of £220,000 in the estimated
revenlue of our railways? Why the thing-
is absurd and ridiculonA, and I am sur-
prised that a Minister of the Crown
should put forward such an opinion. I
say that our railway revenue will not,
to my mind, be within £60,000 to
£100,000 of the estimate ; and our stamp
revenue cannot certainly come within
about £10,000 of the estimates set
down here, £38,000; 'and my reason
for saying so is that our stamp
revenue last year was very largely aug-
ineuted by transfers of properties, par-
ticularly timber stations, which bear very
heavy stamp duties, and this year we
cannot expect such a thing; therefore I
think we may safely say that we shall be
£150,000 to £160,000 under the Esti-
mates prepared by the Government.
However, I do not wish to cavil very
much about that £150,000, if the Gjoy.
ernmnent will only cut their cloth accord-
ingly, and will see that the expenditure
does not exceed the amount of revenue
which they collect. If they' do so, I for
one will be satisfied. I recognise that it
is a difficult task at any time to forecast
12 months' revenue in any country; it is
at difficult task to undertake in a private
business to make an accurate forecast of
what will be your requirements and your
expenditure for any given tiue ahead;
and therefore I can quite symipathise
with the members of the Ministry when
they are somewhat out in their calcu-
lations; and I do not wish to make such
a great point of this little difference that
I believe will result this year as I did
over last year's Estimates, when we could
see that the whole thing was grossly
over-estimated, and apparently over-

estimated with a purpose. With regard
to the expenditure in detail, that will of
course be criticised later on, when we
come to the different departments; and I
do not intend to dwell very long upon it.
But the Premier in his speech told us
very clearly that there was still room for
som~e retrenchment, and I am with himi
there. I regret exceedingly to say that,
as far as I can judge, the policy of the
Government seems to be to retrench the
rank and file, the fifty-shillings-a-week
Juan, and to leave alone the heads of de-
partmnents and highly paid officers. I
cannot for one moment otherwise conceive
how the Government can anticipate such
a large expenditure as is set forth in this
Estimate. When we find that they calcu-
late to expend nearly the whole of this
revenue, that the estimated expenditure
is £2,616,000, we must come to the on-
clusion that, as so many hundreds of
subordinate officers and employees have
heen retrenched, the heads of depart-
menits are still retained and not reduced;
and I think that, on glancing through the
Estimates, hon. members will find that
such is the case. To take a case in point,
on page 41 of these Estimates, we have
under Railways and Tranways. " new
works and inmprovements." In addition
to the ordinary staff under the Engineer
for Existing Lines, and that sort of thing,
we find " new works -and improvements,"
witl a total expenditure of £22,607, and
there is set down for salaries, provisional
and temporary, £3,853. The staff consists
of assistant engineers 2, junior assistant
engineer 1, draftsmen 10, engineering
cadet 1, and clerks 8; that is a total of 2.3
men on the staff dealing with an expendi-
ture of £18,754, equalling 20 per cent. of
the expenditure contemplated in respect
of that department. That is how this
expenditure is mnanaged if Iazn right. Of
course I may be wrong, hut I do not
think so. It seems to be pretty clear.
and the Minister wilt probably correct
ine if I am wrong. The stafto carry out
this little work of £18,000 odd consists
of over 20 men, and is going to cost
about one-fifth of the total value of the
work. Now, that is out of all proportion.

THn OommssioNaR OP RAILWAYS: I
will explain that matter when we come to
the item. Just notice now that last year
we asked for £1,390, and we spent £952
10s. in salaries, while the work done was
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£38,321 ; so that further explanation
will be forthcoming.

Mr. WILSON: That suits my argu-
mnent exactly.

THE COiuMIBSoNR OF RAILWAYS: I
will explain the matter when we come to
the item.

Ma, WILSON: Well, I think that
stattement conclusively proves my argui-
ment, that the retrenchment is going on
solely in the rank and file.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
The best-paid man on that staff receives
£400, and he is the man who was there
last year.

MnR. WILSON: Then I think it
would perhaps be as Well to get rid ofl
that man, and of a few more. I do notl
know who the officer is. The same argu-
ment applies to the Architectural branch.
The member for East Coolgardie (Mr.
Moran) in his speech congratulated the
Minister on the great improvement in the
Architectural branch. As far as the
class of architecture is concerned, I agree
with him, and congratulate the Govern-
ment upon having got rid of the old-
fashioned designs we were so sick of
seeing. No doubt the designs are much
improved, and the buildings put up are
a credit to the country, and have cost
plenty of money also. I want to go into
the financial aspect of this branch. In
the Architectural division, the architect
u~nd all his officers number 46 men,
receiving salaries amiounti to £210,470.
There are 46 men to colno an expendi-
ture of £2110,000 on public works and
buildings, equal to 941 per cent., but we
hare to allow in addition to that a stint
for office accommodattion and also for
gas, fuel, etcetera, and I think yon will I
agree with me that it is costing the
country 11- per cent. for Government
architectural work. rrivate. architects
would be only too glad to do this work
for 71, per cent., and less; they would be
glad to do it for 5 per cent..

THE Co minIisioxEx OF RAILWAYS:
You will find there are* many additions
and improvements, and these officers are
men who hare to travel in various parts
of the country in connection with repairs
to buildings, and uot in reference to new
buildings.

Ma. WILSON: I ain aware of that,
but I ain taking the whole cost of the
department.

Tns C0oIestIssIoxN OF RAILWAYS:
There are buildings worth a million and
a, half to keep in repair.

MnR. WILSON: It is not a question of
the value of the buildings, but the money
spent on additions and repairs. I con;-
sider the sum excessive, and am quite
sure you could get any number of private
architects to gladly do the work for 5 per
cent.

THE CoxmussioirB~ or' RAILWAYS: I
think that when you come to analyse the
report you -will find it 'is not a bad one.

M.R. GEORGE: The men referred to do
not go all over the country, do they ?

MR. WILSON: I will hurry on. I
have only a, few more remarks to make,
and I wish briefly to say that ats far as
the loan expenditure is concerned, I pre-
sume we will have to deal with that when
the Loan Estimates come before the
House; but I hope at any rate we will
find that, as far as the Fremantle har-
bour works and dry dock (which has
been on our Estimates year after year) are
concerned, those matters will be provided
for on the Loan Estimates, and the work
put in hand. I would like an expression
of opinion as to whether there is any in-
tention whatever to build that dry dlock.

THE COMMISSIONER oF RAILWAYS: Yo11
know there is, but we cannot get to the
spot yet.

MR. WILSON: You can build youir
dry dock and bed your river afterwards.
Anyhow, I hope the work will be pushed
on. Considering the number of vessels
which now come to the port of Fremantle,
and the magnitude of the vessels, also
the mishaps which must follow, and of
which we have had experience during the
last few months, it is absolulely neces-
sary that these works should be pushed
on, and not hang fire as in the past.
More especially may I point out that it is
necessary, in view of the patent Slip put
down there, which is a standing disgrace
to any Government.

MR. ILLINGOVVRTffI: It is a Slip.
MR. WILSON: It has never been any-

thing else, and I am afraid it never will
be. I want to know why it is not put in
order. Some say it cost £20,000, but I
heard the other day it was £60,000.
What was it?

THE COMM ISBIONER or RAILWAYS:-
Twenty-five thousand. It is the Same
old story of the " three black crows.'

Animal Bdinzates. [24 OCTOOLr., 1899.]
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MA. WILSON: I do not k-now that
story at all. With regard to this slip,
which ought to be accommodating vessels
of a fair size, and upon which an enor-
mious amount of money has been ex-
pended, I say without joking that it is a
disgrace to the country that it should be
allowed to lie there in its present state.
If a mistake has been made, sand if the
lman responsible for that mistake is in the
employ of the Government, he should be
dispenised with, immediately.

THE CommissioNER or RAILWAYS: He
is gone.

ME. WILSON: If he is gone, someone
else should be deputed to do the work,
and the place should not be left to be
made fun of. People think we have not
an officer who can put the place right.
Why should it not be put right and in
working order?' I guarantee, too, that if
it had keen put in order it would have
been earning enough to pay the cost of
putting it in order. There is another very
important matter, and I hope the Goveru-
inent will see it carried out in connection
with the Loan Estimates. I refer to the
workshops at Midland Junction. Four
years ago that was a6 burning ques-
tion in this country. The question
wats gone into and fOoht out, and it
was decided that the shops should be
ait Midland Junction. The Engineer-
in-Chief estimated that lie would save
something like £216,000,per annum* on
our repairs, and yet the work is not
undertaken. We ha~ve spent an enormous
amount of money them, money king also
Spent on clearing the site. I believe we
have engineers living there, bitt we go no
further, the work being hung up. My
point is that it surely shows something
Wrong in the administration. When the
Government bring down a proposal in
relation to these works, and the money is
voted by Parliament, we are entitled to
have the work carried out. Either the
work is unnecessary and should never
have been brought before Parliament,
or it is necessary and ought to be
carried out as soon as possible. I for one
protest most strongly at these unheard of
delays in carrying out works which I
consider absolutely necessary. We go
from one lot of works passed and author-
ised, to other works, and take the money
from wvorks authorised years ago to build
fresh works. What with reappropria-

tions and one thing and another, we do
not know where we Stand] financiallyv.
Parliament is supposed to control the
finances of the country, but how can
Parliament control the finances when we
have loans and Treasury bills floating
about, and reappropriations of money?
We have Treasury bills to meet 'out
of Savings Bank moneys, and we have
embezzlements going on right and left in
some of the departments. Parliament is
supposed to control all these things, and
how on earth can Parliament do so ? I
consider the Government very strongly to
blame in this matter, but I hope they will
take care that the votes of Parliament are
carried out, and that important, neces-
sary, and urgent works such as I have
mentioned shall be put in hand under the
Loan Estimates of this session. With
regard to the dissatisfaction in depart-
nients and the interjection of the Comn-
mnissioner of Railways ats to political
influence, I only wish to say briefly that I
am not aware o;f political influence.

THE Co~mssoNnm OF RAILWAYS: I
did not say political inifluce. I said
political interference.

MR. WILSON: I understood the hon.
gentleman to say - political influence."

Political interference?" Well, T think
that is a distinction without a difference.
1 want to point out that, ,is far ats I know,
there has been no political interference
on this side of the Hlouse; and if there
has been political interference, it has
been by thle hon. gentleman's followers.
I think it is a lame excuse to bring for-
ward with regard to any dissatisfaction
which may be felt in different parts of
the public service. I hope this dissatis-
facetion will be allayed, and no doubt we
shall be able to do somet3ing in that way
as we deal with these departments. At
the same time, I think it a source of great
regret that any' one department Should
feel it has been badly treated in the way
of salaries. I understand there is a
very strong feeling in one of the Gov'-
ermnent departments, andi I hope it will
be allayed, and that civil servants in that
depar-tment will work amicably in the
interests of the country.

Question - that the vote stanid ats
printed (the Governor's Establishment)
-put and passed.

Executive Council, £ 258--agreed to.
Legislative Council, £1,915-agreed. to.
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Legislative Assembly, £'5,250--agreed
to.

Treasw-ry, X8,196 lie. 9d.-agreed to.
On motion by the CoxinSIsosNE OF

RAILWAYS, progress reported and leave
given to sit again.

MOTTON-D~tFrT COMMONWEALTH
BILL, JOINT COMMITTEE'S IRECOM-
MENDATIONS.

FIFTH DAY OF DEBATE.

Debate resumed from 17th October, on
motion by thle PREMIER for referring to
the electors the Bill as amended at the
Conference of Premiers, and the Bill as
amended in the Joint Committee's report.

MR. WOOD (West Perth): I feel
somewhat at a disadvantage in speaking
on this very important question of the
Commonwealth Bill, having to follow the
very able speeches made by the right
hon. the Premier, the leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Leake), the members for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. 'Vosper) and
Central Murchison (AMr. Illingworth), and
others. My position is rather difficult,
because all these bon, members have
dealt so exhaustively with the subject
that it leaves very little for me to say. I
would like, first of all, to thank the mem-
bers of the Select Committee who gave so
muchl valuable time to obtain the very
best information they could on the sub-
ject of the Commonwealth Bill. The
thanks of this Rouse are also due
to the witnesses who came forward
at great inconvenience and gave evi-
dence pro and con., and I may say
that the bulk of the evidence was not
favourable to the Commonwealth Bill
as it comes to us from the Con-
vention, and from the Conference of
Premiers. However, I think the Select
Committee did very good work: indeed
the thanks of the House are due to
them. I think we cannot have too much
light thrown onl the subject, because
I suppose this is the most important
subject. this Parliament has ever dealt
with. The declaration by the Premier
miust have come somewhat as a surprise
to some of the members of tisi Rouse,
because generally members thought the
Premier would try to block the Bill going
to the people. I may say the declaration
of the right hon. gentleman 'was a very
great relief to my mind, because I have
always, both publicly and privately.

stated that the Bill must go to the people.
There is no power in the world to pre-
vent the Bill going to the people: it is
the people's question, and the people alone
are the tribunal which must deal with it.
I hope that nothing will transpire in this

IHouse, or mn another place. that wvill
prevent the Bill going to the people.
Let us have a referendum on the Bill:
tated my opinion. I have main-

tandit all through, and I shall
stick to it. I shall be very much
surprised if we do not have a referenduln
which is desired by the people of the
country. I may say at the outset that
I intend to support the motion of the
Premier that the Bill shall go to the
people, the Bill itself and with the
suggestions of the Select Committee.
That is positively the fairest way ai
measure of this sort c:an be dealt with.
Let the people of the country express
their opinion and take upon themselves
the responsibility of the result, Naturally
too, they should take -upon themselves
the responsibility, because the people of
the country are those who will suffer or
gain by the adoption of federation. I do
not think this will end the struggle
in Parliament for or against federation,
because the battle will really commence
when inemnbers face their constituents and
advocate the rejection or the adoption of
the Bill.

MR. A. FORREST: It will be, all over
Ithen.

MR. WOOD: I do not mean the
election. I mean that the fight will
commence when the Bill is before the
country for acceptance or rejection; and
I shall use the little influence I have to
prevent the electors of West Perth, at
any rate, agreeing to the Bill in its
present fonts. When we anti-federalistsi
arna federalists meet on the battle ground
of our constituencies, I shall do my best
to have the Bill thrown out altogether.
I shall inflnence my constituents, if I
can, to vote " no." At the same time I
shall do all I canl to have the Bill sent to
the people, aud let them be the judges.
I do not thinkl any of us, even the
federalists, will think less of a, man who
for conscientious motives Opposes the
Bill. Whoever wins or lose, I do not
thin'k in the end a mnan will lose thc
respect of thle people he tries to serve.
However humble a member may be-and

CononortweallA Bill:
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I always consider myself a. very humble
member of the House-whatever he says
to throw a little light on the subject will
'be all the better for the people. The
Premier dealt so fully with the whole
qluestion that it would be superfluous on
my part to give a detailed criticism of the
Bill. Indeed I do not feel capable of
doing so; I do not feel that I could give
an exhaustive exposition of this very
great Bill, because it seems to bristle
with inconsistencies and defects. I never
heard any one man yet who was, able to
grasp the whole of the Bill, and give a,
Satisfactory explanation of its provisions.
I think it would be the work of a. hundred
men, and a hundred clever men too, to
explain the Bill satisfactorily, and get at
the exact meaning of every clause and
every line. The main question affecting
this colony is that of finance, and the
Premier pointed out, to my wind very
clearly, anid to the minds of several
members who followed hin, that we
should actually lose about.£300,000 per
annum. I- was hoping the leader of the
Opposition would answer that point, but
I find he carefully avoided telling us how
that amount was to be made uip, although
in an interjection, while the Premier was
speaking, the hon. member (Mr. Leake)
said that in reply he would tell us how
the deficiency would be made up. Either
from design or forgetfulness, he omitted
to tell us in a satisfactory mnanner how
the £300,000 was to he made up.

Mn. A. FORREST: He forgot.
MR. WOOD: I think he did forget-

it was a good thing he forgot-because
I think the hon. member, who is pretty
brave, would try to justify the interjection
lie made and try to show how the
£9800,000 would be made tiip; but he did
not do that.

Mu. LEAKE:- It has been pointed out
by others.

Mu. WOOD: As was pointed out by
the Premier, under the Bill the spending
power of the country will be very much
curtailed, and I think that is to bie very
much regretted. After all, when we look
at the matter fairly and squarely, we see
that we shall be so controlled b y the
larger States that we shall not have mnuch
to ear in the federation of Australia. All
our miaterial wealth will go to enrich the
larger colonies of Eastern Australia. We
shall also be powerless to protect our-

selves against the overwhelming repre-
sentation of the other colonies in the
House of Representatives. I admit that
we shall have equal representation in the
Senate, and we shall have, I think, five or
seven members in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

11A. ILLINGWOETH: The Senate has
eq ual power with the H1o use of Represen-
tatives.

Mn. WOOD: Not at all. I think the
Senate has about the same power as our
Upper House has here. I do not like to
put forwvard. my opinion as to the repre-
sentation of the various States, but I
could not help being struck by the incon-
sistencies in Clauses 2 and 26. If hon.
members will look at the Commonwealth
Bill, theyv will find there thatt the House
of Representatives is to be composed of
members directly chosen by the people.
It says in Claise 24:

Notwithstanding anything in this section,
five imembers at least shall be chosen in each
orig-inal State.

I have mentionied this matter to one hon.
memnber, who I suppose is as well up in
the subject of federation as an 'yone else,
and hie attempted an explanation to me,
but I really could not gra-sp it; and when
that member looks into the matter I think
lie will find we can only put a. literal
translation on Clause 26. Just remnemi-
ber that Clause 24 says that notwvith-
standing anything in this section, five
members at least shall be chosen from
each original State. Clause 26 says:-

Notwithstanding anything in Section 2-.,
the number of mnembers to be chosen in eac-h
State at the first election shall be as follows:
To be determined according to latest statis-

Stioai returns at the date of the passing of the
Act, and in relation to the quota refeirdd to
in previous sections.

MR. ILLINGWOETH: Nothing less than

MR. WOOD: It does not say that.
MR. IJXAKE: 'Yes.
MR. WOOD:- Where does it say that?

I sin quoting Clauses 24 and 26.
MR. JAMES: Twenty-four is the quota.
Mu. MORAN : That is the nmininiuu

quota. There is no doubt on that
point.

MR. WOOD:. If so, I ant Only too glatd
that I amn wrong. We know how the
quot has to be arrived at. As regards
the benefit to the country under the

(ASSEMBLY.] Cowinittee's Amendotents.
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sliding scale, it has been conclusively-
proved that we shall suffer rather thtan
gain. Within five years the sliding scale
will be abolished, and we shall be under
the full disadvantage of intercolonlial
free-tade. Again, we have no guarantee
that our position in the Senate will be
maintained. If hon. members will notice
everything depends onl the Parliament of
the Commonweal th.

MR.: MORAN : There is no guarantee
that it will.

MR. WOOD: There is no guarantee
that our position in the Senate will be
maintained after the first election. For
the first six years, it will no doubt, but
after that there is no guarantee whatever
that our position in the Senate will be
maintained. I was going to say that
everything depends on the Parliament of
the Commonwealth. Nearly every clause,
as hon. members will see ini the Bill, that
has auy vital principle in it, says "until
the Parliament otherwise decides." So
that if we enter into federation, this
country will be entirely in the hands of
the Federal Parliamenat, and the larger
States. That may be satisfactory to some
hon. members, but it is very'1 discouraging
to me. I really cannot see why we should
worry ourselves about this federation
business, when we are such a small State
anid have such a small population. I
think I shall be able to show that our
population will not increase by federa-
tion, but that if we enter the federation
our population will tend rather to
decrease. I think we are sure now to
have a stationary population at our pre-
sent number, but am afraid that tinder
federation this country will lose popuLIA-
tion rather than gain it. Under these
circumstances, I cannot see where we are
to benefit at all, because every year will
make us less powerful in the Senate and
the House of Representatives. To my
mind, it is only a question of time when
the larger States will pass resolutions

airming that the smaller States should
he represented on the. basis of population;
because powers are given to the majority
in the Commonwealth Parliament to pass
such resolutions, and it is oniy in human
nature to pass them.

MRt. -MORAN: That cannot be done
without the consent of the State: the
Constitution cannot be altered without a
referendum.

MR. WOO: But it says in thle Bill,
"until otherwise provided by Parlia-

ment." I speak as a supporter of the
motion by thle Premier, and speaking as
an ordinary man who has lived all his
life in this colony, and desires to see it
advance, I think, that under intercolonial
free-trade the ambition of the people of
this colony will be greatly cm-tailed.
They will certainly not be able to do what
they would be able to do under a, tariff
over which they have full control, and
the people mostly affected wvill be those
engaged in manufacturing, who will re-
ceive a severe shock, while or- land settle-
ment would be much impeded. There is
no doubt these results will follow in the
first few years tinder federation. Goods
manufactured in the Eastern colonies
under more favourable conditions than
exist her-e, will be poured into this colony. v
and our local manufacturers will be under-
sold. Our skilled artisans will have to
look for employment in larger centres of
population elsewhere, and thus we shall
lose some of the most desirable of our
population. This, in turn, will result in
depreciation in the value of property all
round. In Perth and Fremantle, property
will be depreciated in value 20 or 30 per
cent., houses will be empty, and there will
be no inducement for enterprise in build-
ing, land speculation, Or anything of the
kind. We who have livedl here hope to
see Perth and Fremantle. and the country
within a radius of 20 miles of the coast,
supporting a thriving industrial popula-
tion, employed in supplying the needs of
the goldields and other parts of the
colony. There is no chance of the gold-
fields ever being a large mnufacturing
centre, and we should (10 our level best to
get the manufacturing, community settled
in the coastal districts. Under initer-
colonial free-trade what will he the in-
ducemnent to firms like Foy & Gibson,and
Martin & Gawler, to establish factories
in this colony, Those who advocate
federation say that such fit-ms as these
will establish factories here, and I should
be glad to find' I am wrong in my esti-
mate of the effects of federation in this
direction. EBit why should Foy and
Gibson and similar firms who have
factories at work in the other colonies,
establish factories here when they Can.
mise their present establishments as dis-
tributing centres for supplying New
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South Wales, Queensland., South Aus-
tralia, and Western AustraliaP I men-
tion those firms because we all know
them, but there are many other firms in
the colonies, who will remain where they
are because it would not pay them to
come here.

MR. ILLINOWOETH : They have come.
MR. WOOD: Not with their mnanufac-

tories.
MR. ILLINGWORTH: Yes.
Ma. WOOD: I cannot agree with the

member for Central Murchison.
MR. MORAN: Martin and Gawler have

not come.
Ma. WOOD: It stands to common-

sense and reason that if these firms can
manufacture in the other colonies, and
have only the freight and landing charges
to pay for their goods, they will not
establish factories here; and we shall
be left with our one industry of gold-
mining. At any rate, there are people
who will only allow that welihave this one
industry of gold-miniug, in spite oif the
Exhibition of Mantufactures at the
Queen's Hall. I think the member for
the Canning (Mr. Wilson) was fairly
convinced when I took him over that
Exhibition.

MR. WILSON: Convinced, what of?
Mn. WOOD: The hon. member evinced

great surprise, - and said he had not
thought there was such an exhibition.
Federalists assert that we have only the
gold-mining industry, and I admit thiat is
our principal industry ;but this country
is young yet, and instead of having one
industry, we ought to have a hundred
flourishing in our midst. The big firms
of Victoria, South Australia and New
South Wales will never dream of
coming over here and establishing them-
selves when they can supply uts with
their goods so easily from their central
deptts. We might as well say that those
mniufacturing firms would, under feder-
ation, establish their factories or found-
ries in every colony in Australia, as that
they would come' a distance of -2,500
miles, which can be covered by a cheap
water carr-iage for goods.

MR. MORAN: Do not forget there
will be pirotecttionl against the Outside
world.

Mit. WOOD: These fi-ins will have
protection against the outside world:
and that reminds ins that the price of

their goods, when they reach here, will
only be a fraction below what we could
import them for from the outside world
under the high federal tariff.

MR. MORAN: Barring competition.
MR. WOOD: There will be coinpeti-

tion, but there are such things as rings
in manufactures just the same as in meat.
It has been argued that federation will
bring population, and I think theriemarks
of the member for the Canning (Mr.
Wilson) this evening were about the best
argument against federation I have
heard, in regard to the settlement of the
land and increase of population. It is
ridiculous to suppose that p~opulation will
come here to establish fatories, and get

ion the land. The gold will certainly
bring population, but will not gold bring
population just as well without federa-
tion as with federation ? Gold iio doubt
is the main inducement for people to
come here, but people who come to the
goldfields will come just as numerously
without federation as with it.

MR. JArtEs : Therefore federation will
not hurt gold-in ining.

MR. WOOD: Federation will not help
the gold-mining industry.

Mt. WILSON: But the gold fields popu-
lation. will get their goods cheaper.

MRs. WOOD: I will tell hon. members
directly why I think the goldfields
populaion 'will not get their goods
cheaper. There oughitto besome induce-
inent besides the goldflelds offered to
population, and I should like first of all
to see our manufactories firmly estab-
lished, with a large working po~pulation
in the central parts of the colony, and I
should also like to see our lands opened
up. I cantnot follow the member for the
Canning in his remarks on the Budget
speech, to the effect that people under
federation will coins here to settle on the
land ;because for the first four or five
years, whether federation will affect uts
detrimentally, as I think it will, or not,
for sentimental reasons alone people will
not comne to this country. They will ask
themselves what inducements there arc
to come here, when there is no protection
against the cheaper productions of the
other colonies, and will conclude that
they might as well stay where they are,
and with only freighit and landing
charges to pay, and send goods from the
other colonies to this.
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MR. KINGSMILL :What about the
consumer?

MR. WOOD: I will refer to that later
on, and I hope to be able to cover the
ground suggested by the lion, member.
We have our lands to open up, and our
infant industries to develop; and if we
depend solely on the gold for our pros-
perity, the new population will simply
pass through Perth and Fremnantle to the
goldields, as is the case now to a great
extent. The member for Central Mur-
clisisn (Mr. Illingwortb) will confirm me
when I say that most of the people who
come here now simJply pass through Perth
said go on to the gofields.

MR. A. FORREST: Some Of therel
stick.

Ma. WOOD tI should like to see most
of the gold stick to this colony, and p
benefit this colony instead of the Eastern
Colonies; but a great deal of our trade is
done outside the colony altogether, and
so0 it will be under federation. To prove
that I amn right, all we have to do is toj
look round at the empty houses in Perth
to-day, and to look at the empty shops
and the depreciation of rents. Though I
admit that rents were abnormally high,
;ad altogether too high, still rents are
now lower in Perth than they have been
for the last 1.5 years.

MR. ILLINGWoRTR: And do not equal
the rates.

MR. WOOD: A person told me to-day
that his rates at present camne to more
than the amount of his rent.

MR. A. FORREST: The rates are the
same as they were seven years ago.

MR. WOOD: How can we account for
that? It is because we have not the
attractions in Perth necessary to keep
the people here. People will go to the
goldflelds, and will continue to do so for
all time, unless we can establish indus-
tries in the central parts of the colony to
keep people round about our towns who
will make homes in the place, who will
spend money in the countr y, and who
will help to make the colony at fine ad
flourishing country.

MR. MORAN : Free-traders say tlhat
free-trade will create industries.

M R. WOOD: For the sake of argumnent
I will suppose that federation would
increase the population; but for that
population to be of ally use to the coun-
try, the country must be in a position toI

supply the people with all their require-
ments ; and I say that those requirements
should be manufactur-ed in Western Aus-
tralia, thus employiug a large number of
men and women of a good class, most of
whom would become property-owners and
would hell) to build up this country. I
do not know that. it is of much use, and it
may seem soiuewhat absurd, to make an
appeal to the people on the goldfields;
but if they have any real interest in this
colony, I think they ought to forego any
little advantage the 'y think they would
gain Under intercolonial free-trade.

MR. MORAN : A questionable advan-
tage.

MR. WOOD: After all, supposing we
had free-trade between the colonies, and
the food duties were taken off, how much
would that benefit the goldflelds people ?
Only to the extent of a few shillings a
yea!- in respect of the prices of bread and
meat; and I do not think that, even
under intercolon ii free-trade, the price of
meat would be very much reduced. It is
uitter nonsense 0o contend that great
advantages are. going to accrue under
federation to those wh9 live on the gold-
fields. I do not think the meat bill will
be any less. On the other hand, when
we look at the federal tariff, we End it
must be, at the least, a revenue tariff.
Then look at the requirements for domes-
tic use oin the goldfields; look at machi-
nary, tools, etcetera; lobk where the
mnci-eased prices must come in. It is
quite out of the question to suppose we can
get from the other colonies all the mining
machinery required for this colony's gold-
fields; we must import it from the old
country, from Germany, America, and
other places; and we may rely that,
with a majority in the Commonwealth
Parliament representing the manufactur-
ing colonies of Victoria, South Australia,
and New South Wales, there will be such
a p~rotective duty on mining machinery ats
will enable man ufacturers in those Colo-
nies -to compete successfully with Eng-
land and with European countries. So
after all, I think the little advantage the
people on the goldfields will receive from
intercolonial free-trade will be more than
Counterbalanced by the increased prices
they will have to pay for importations
fromn abroad. I do not think there is
very much to bie said either one way or
other, but I think the balance will be
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against the people of the goldfields rather
than in their favour.

MR. JAMIES: How long, do you think it
will take our infant industries to wax
strong enough to compete with those of
the Eastern colonies ?

MR. WOOD: Ten years: that is what
you thought. fl'you think so now? I
follow you.

MR. JAMES: YOU and others should
have followed me at the proper time.

MR. WOOD: Thinking over this ques-
tion I have come to the decision, and I
think a, lot of lion. members must have
come to the same conclusion, that this
colony has really nothing to gain by fede-
rating, but rather that we have all to lose.
One reason for this conclusion is that we
are too far away from the seat of the
Government of the federation. Notwith-
standing the intercolonria] railway that is
talked about-not the railway wvhich we
shall get but the railway which we may
get- we are too far- awvay' from the proposed
seat of Government to be at all in svnx-
pithy with the people living there. One
has only to go to Melbourne or Sydney to
find out that the man from Western
Australia is in those colonies an altogether
unknown quantity. The people there
seem to have no sympathy with us what-
ever, and do not seem to care whether we
exist or not; they do not know where
we are; they do not know where our
country is; pfenty of people in Victoria
do not know where Perth is- Let any-
one pay a visit to Victoria or New South
Wales, and converse with their leading
men, and he will find that they are
entirely out of sympathy with Western
Australia. I visited the other colonies
with some friends, and my friends must
admit that I amn perfectly correct in my
estimate of what the leading politicians
of Victoria and New South Wales think
of this colony. I do not believe that
feeling is going to vanish with federa-
tion, because we are too far away from
the federal capital. They will not worry
about coming over here to bother about
our wants: and that is one reason at all
events, and I think the principal reason,
why we should absolutely decline to 'join
federation at any price. There are
"federalists at any price"; I am an
anti-federalist at aniy price; and I hope
(hat at the conclusion of the referendum
I shall not be on the wrong side.

* MR. JAMES: Then you must change
your niews.
* MR. WOOD: Oh, no; I do not change
my niews.

MR. ]JLLINGWORTH1: He never changes.
MR. WOOD: Never. 'That is one of

my reasons, and my chief reason, against
joining the federal union-our isolation,
our distance front that seat of Govern-
ment, and the utter want of sympathy
we should experience at the hands of the
Federal Parliament.

MR. MORAN: It is not so much wantIof sympathy as want of knowledge.
MR. WOOD: Want of knowledge

means want of sy mpathy. The politicians
*in the Eastern colonies have been engaged
in politics for many years; - they are
experienced men, who, are without any
sentimental feelings at all beyond what it
suits them to have; and I say that our

*representatives, inexperienced nien going
over from here, will have very little influ-
ence indeed in the Parliament of the-
Counnionwealth. And that circumstance
would, in a very- short time-I do not
say in the first Feder-al Parliament, but
cer-tainly in the second-lead to this
colony's being represented only on a
population basis.

Mi. MORAN: That can only he done
with the consent of the people here.

Mn. WOOD: 'Well, I really believe
that a large number of people in this
colony would give way on that point,
especially the people on the goldfields: I
believe they would give way if it camne to
a vote.

Mn. MORAN:K Yes; a thorough-going
democrat must give way on it.

MR. WOOD: In those circumnstances,
even an increased population on the gold-
fields, I am afraid, would not make us
equal in representation with the smaller
States of the Commonwealth. What I
would suggest is, and the House can
take my suggestion for what it is worth,
that this colony writ, at all events for
10 years, before thinking of joining the
federal union; or at all events, let us
keep, out of federation for the priesent,
until we see how it works as regands the
other colonies. That proposal has b)en
put for-ward. by some of the best thinkers
in this countryV. Let mis wait till we see
how tile other colonies are affected by
federation. I believe there has already
been a little friction, and more frictioni
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will arise in the near future. Let us see
how these federated colonies get on
together; and if they form that happy
family which some people say will be the
result of federation, if there arises that
paradise Ave all hope to live in as soon as
we federate, there will then be no harm
in our asking permission to join; but I
say, before We ask to join that federation,
if we keep out for three or four years, the
other colonies will ask us to come in, and
will give us any terms we like: I Say that
those colonies, instead of objecting to our
joining them, will only be too glad to get
us in.

MR. JAMES: But You would not take
any terms.

MR. WOOD: I would take some
terms.

Mu. JAMES: You Said you olI o
take any.

MR. WOOD: I did not mean that.
I am like You. I do not always mean
exactly or literally what I say; because
vou said not very long ago that this
colony could not join the federation on
any terms. I am only repeating what
the lion. member (MAr. James) said. As
I have previously remarked, on social and
other questions I follow the boil. nmember
lier closely, an Id so because I know

li salways rih;and I feel sure he
was right when he cmine back from the
first Convention he attended.

MR. ILLINOWORTH: He is rather
astray now, is be not ?

MR. WOOD : We are all frail, so I
cannot blame him for going astray. I
do not intend to go into this question
very deeply, because the battle will coin-
nence when we have to fight the referen-

duin; but one of the advantages of
remaining out of the federation is that
we shall have the full control of our
tariff ; we can shape that tariff to suit
our local wants, and can thus give a,
great impetus to those trades and indus-
tries which only require a little assistance
and encouragement to enable them to
become well-estatblished, and to enable
thme country to be self contained, and to
be able to supply all its wants from
within it3 borders. Besides, there are
great developments going on ii' this
country, developments which, we cannot
submit to the irksomeness of what I have

just called foreign control, or rather to
the control of a central Government

Situated about 3,000 miles from Perth.
It is quite impossible, in view of the
great developments going on in this
colony, that we could submit, without a
great deal of friction, to the control of a
Parliament which will be altogether out of
sympathy with us, because, as suggested
hr the member for East Coolgardie (Mr.
Moran), of their want of knowledge of
our requirements, and of their -want of
knowledge of the people of this country.
I say that is another great difflculty and
another great objection to our going into
federation. It is quite different with the
older colonies-Victoria and New South

IWales: They are close together. They

are, so to speak, within a stone's throw
Of each other, or at all events their
capitals are within less than 24 hours'

jrnyby rail. It is quite different
wtths colony.

MR. JAMES: We are close to South
Australia; we join it.

MR. MORAN :No; we do not.
MR. WOOD: Oh, no. We are too far

away altogether. South Australia is
not the seat of Government, and I am
talking about the distance from the seat
of Government, and the commnunication.
Those colonies are within a stone's throw
of each other, and they will settle down.

i The people of Victoria and New South
Wales are in a different position from
ours. Their indnstries are, in fact, over-
developed, and their necessities are not
as great as ours ait the present time.
There is no comparison. They are
exporters; they are seeking new markets,
not having markets in their own country
to take all they produce, and they must,
find fresh markets for their produce.

MRt MORAN: Or fresh people to eat, it.
M.WOOD: That is exactly the same

thing; and that is why I say federation
will be an advantage to those people and
a ver~ygi-cat dis-advantage tous. I thinkl,
too, that the Commonwealth Parliament
will be shaped in accordance with the
views of the people of those countries
and not very much in accordance with
our own views. Those who are now
advocating federation at any price or on
any terms will be the first to find out'
where the federal shoe pinches, and it
will begin to pinch very shortly after the
establishment of federation. I hope, at
all events that, if I1 have not convinced
the House with regard to my opinions,
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T have shown I am an anti-federalist. I
am quite satisfied that I have done so,
and I ann not afraid to say either
publicly or privately that I am altogether
dead against federation at the present
time, and I feel sure that when the
referendum is over-

MR. MORAN: You are going the right
way to get it.

Mn. WOOD: I shall not be received
with any less respect than are those who
are advocating federation at any price.

MR. LEAKS: There is no person doing
that.

MR. WOOD: I think there are persons
doing it. I am going to do my level
best to prevent the carrying of the Bill
by the country, but at the same time I
shall vote for the Bill going tothe people.
It is a, people's question, and I wish to
try and influence the people against the
Bill 1, but the people will have to settle the
matter.

MR. JAMES: That is fair enough.
MR. WOOfl : The people will have to

take the responsibility themselves. It
has been pointed out to the House that
we are acting now in accordance with the
law of the country, and, that beingth
case, I submit to it most willingly;bu
at the same time I repeat that whente
Bill goes before the country I shall d
my level best in my, district to cau se
voters there to either vote aintit
altogether or else accept the Bill withth
aniendmnents. I would like to add just
one word of warning to owners of
property in Perth, Frenmantle, and the
coastal districts--that they inuj t one and
all rise to the occasion and fig it against
this Bill for all they are worth. I have
some doubts whether we shall be able to
frustrate the carrying of the Bill, and
if the Bill be carried it will not be a bit
of use saying, " I did not think it would
have been carried or I would have voted
against it." A great many people after
elections say, " I thought he was sure of
his seat, and so I dlid not vote for him,"
and so it will be with regard to this Bill.
People will sa 'y, " I did not think, this
would be carried, and so Idid not bother."
*MR. JAMES : You do not think this

motion will be carried, do you ?
MR. WOOD: I do.
MR. JAMES: In the Upper HouseF
MR. WOOD: I do not know anything

about the Upper House. If it is rejected

in the Upper House, no one will be more
disappointed than myself. I am heartily
in favour of the Bill going to the people,
and if it does not, whichever House deals
adversely with the motion must take the
responsibility.

MR. MORAN : What are they there for,
but to take the responsibility ?

Mu. WOOD: Let them take the re-
sponsibility. If the Bill does not go to
the people, there will be a revolution in
the country. The Bill umust go to the
people, and let those wvlo do not want
federation influence the people to vote
against it either by a straight-out " no,'
or else let them accept the Bill in this
amended formi. If once we go into the
federation, the step will be irrevocable,
and no amount of grief or repentance will
be able to get us out. My address has
not been the success I hoped it would
have been, and I trust I have not wearied
hon. members. I hope that when the
time conies everyone will vote straight on
the question, either for or against it. I
repeat that I am dead against the Hill
and intend to do my level best to have
the whole thing thrown out. Let us wait
and see the effect of federation on the
other colonies before Western Australia
attempts to join. We have just one little
slice of luck now. For the last 20 years
the country has been buoyed up with
hope, and anyone fresh coming to Western
Australia could see the wonderful possi-
bilities existing. I have said to people,
" You come to join the band of hope."
I did not mean the Band of Hope from
the point of view of the member for
Central Murchison (Mr. Illingworth), but
the band of hope which has existed in
this colony for many years. We have
our chance now, with our wonderful
gold industry, so splendidly alluded to
to-night by the member for the Canning
(Mr. Wilson) in his speech on the Budget.
Let us make use of that industry for the
best benefit of the country. Never mind
any other country in the world. Let us
consider it from the Western Australian
point of view; let us develop our gold-
fields, our manufactures, and our natural
and artificial industries, and, I repeat,
keep out of federation as long as we can,
and see how it works in the other colonies.
Then we shall do the right thing, and if
we adopt that course we shall not go very
far astray.
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MR. QUJINLAN (Tood -yay) : I rise to
offer a few remarks on this subject, which
has occupied the attention of the country
for some time past; and in doing so I
may *a t once say I differ in opinion fromt

yfredwho hias just spoken, in so far
as I am prepared to oppose the Bill going
to the people, for the reason that I am
earnestly against federation. I believe
that federation will be detrimental to the
best interests of Australia, and rather
titan tinker about, pretending that one
fZloes or does not want federation, and
submitting it to the voice of the people,
I say without hesitation I shall. oppose
the Bill all I can. I am confident, with
all respect to those who differ in opinion,
that federation would mean a serious
drawback to the prosperity which we are
now enjoying in this colony. I believe it
would be an impossibility to raise the
revenue which we should lose other than
by means of direct taxation as has been
proposed, and it would be at fallacy' on
our part, while on the one hiand we were
encouraging people to settle on the soil,
on the other hand to draw them hack by
direct taxation. Figures have been quoted,
aind I think they are correct, to show that
the cost to Western Australia of joining
federation would be about £4300,000 a
Year. Those are Mr. Owen's figures,
and I may mention that I had reckoned
them out some months ago-long before
they were stated in public by Mr. Owen-
and I 1)rought out the sum at £310,000.
Others competent to express an opinion
have said the cost would be tit least
£300,000. It was admitted by the repre-
sentatives of the other colonies, especially
the delegates of South Australia, that
this colony would suffer, so much so that
they were willing to grant us a concession
of £250,000 per annum for a certain term
of years. It was admitted that this
colony required certain concessions before
it coul join the other colonies as a
partner. My view is that the best thing
that could happen to this colony is for
the other colonies to become fedierated
and Western Australia to stand aloof.
We will be better off in every sense of
the word, and would have time to grow.
We have only, had about nine years of
responsible government, and for that
reason I think we are justly entitled to
claim that at least we should live upon
our own Constitution for some years

longer; and then we will be more ready
to join as a partner, so to speak, withi
the other colonies. For Western Aus-
tralia to join to-day would be to take us
back as far as we have advanced since we
have been granted responsible government.
If it is agreed that the Bill as proposed
shall go to the people, then I hope it will
only go upon condition that it shall not
be carried unless a very considerable
majority vote for federation ; that is upon
the principle of the majority having the
rule; and this is such a serious step for us
to take, being a great change in our
Constitution, that I think we are justified
in asking that a large majority shall vote
for the Bill before such an alteration is
made. My friend the member for West
Perth (Mr. Wood) to some extent claimed
that tihe subject should be submitted to
the people because it is a people's ques-
tion. My reason for differing is this: I
hold that it is not a people's question in
this instance at all, as the people never
had a voice in choosing the persons who
should represent them at the convention.
They were elected by this House by at
Bill passed in a hotch-potch manner,
which never has mnot with the approval
of the country, and certainly has never
met withi mine. If those delegates had
been selected by the people of the colony
to represent them, we should have bad a
different Commnonwealth Bill to-day, but
what else could we expect than, what we
have obtained? We were ruled by a
rod of iron in the other colonies. The
majority there ruled, and we have had
proof of the sympathy and dealing
of New South Wales in oarticular in
the utterances of Mr. Raid. Seeing
that all the other colonies sent dele-
gates elected by the people, our cir-
cunistances I claim are entirely different.
Although some 'of those gentlemen who
were elected in this colony were the best
we could have sent to represent our
interests, still they did not do their duty.
With one or two exceptions, our dele-
gates neglected their duties, and if these
delegates had been elected by the people
-they were paid at the rate of two
guineas a day-they would have been
more careful to have carried out their
duty more than they did. But what
did our delegates do? They neglected
their duties in ever *y particular, not only
in thbe debates, but in the votes and other
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proceedings. Therefore I hold this is
not a people's question: it is a question
for this House. We made such a hotch-
potch business over the Enabling- Bill,
although I say that the delegatesma
have b~een superior to other members ini
this House. still the r-esponsibility in
regard to federation rests in our hands
seeing that we took the responsibility on
our own shoulders and sent delegates to
the Convention, therefore we must do
what we can to get the people out of this
difficulty.

MR. JAMES: Perhaps the people do not
believe they are in a difficulty.

Ma. QUJINLAN: If they, get federa-
tion they will know that they are to their
sorrow. I intend, if no other member
does so-and 'I think this debate should
be allowed to go on for some time yet--
although it niay be an unpopular view
from the electors' point, still I will stand
that, and if anyone else does not do so I
shall take the necessary steps to cause a.
division to be taken on this motion in
this House. To show that I am not
wrong in toy contention that it is not
right, as far as this colony is concerned, to
enter federation, 1 shall quote, not an
authorityv of our own, but with the for-
bearance of hon. members, I will quote
from some of the principal gentlemen in
the other colonies' who expressed, not
only their sympathy with us, but were
willing to concede so much to this colony,
therefore I hold that that is a confi-ma-
tion of mny utterances that this colony is
entitled to greater consideration than
even that proposed by' the Select Com-
mittee. At this stage I may say that I
join with the member for West Perth
(Mr. Wood) in thanking the gentlemen
who gave so much of their time, and did
such good work in hearing the evidence
placed before the Select Commnittee. They
deserve the thanks of this communit y,
a nd I concur in their recommendations
al]though I am opposed to federation for
this colony, at least for some years to
come. What did Mr. Mc2Milla= say?

I am quite willing to confess that there has
been no scheme yet in which it has been
possible to reconcile the equities of the case
with the peculiar position and condition of
Western Australia.

Mr. Deakin (Victoria) says:
So far as Western Australia is concerncd I

believe soume special arrangement will in the

I end have to be made in regard to that par-
ticular colony to do justice to its great growth,
and, at the same time, to avoid doing injustice
to the other colonies.
The Hon. F. W. Holder, Treasurer of
South Australia, says:

And under almost any conceivable tariff
Western Australia would contribute an 'im-
mensely larger sum for some time to come.
There are special circumstances in Western
Australia to-day. .. ... No one can
question this.
Sir John Downer, of South Australia,
says :I

It is clear that Western Australia-I will
not say in its abnormal state-in its state of
extraordinary prosperity, would suffer to a very
much larger extent than would the other colo-
nlies, and possibly suffer so much that it would
be imnpossible that she would join.
Mr. Lyne, of New South Wales, says:

I think everyone is agreed that Western
Australia must be dealt with differently.
Mr. Higgins, of Victoria, says:;

I think that the opinion is hardening all
round this Hfouse and throughout the country
that special arrangements will have to be made
at all events, in regard to Western Australia.
Anid Sir George Turner says:

To all my remarks I intend to leave Western
Australia out of the question, because the
abnormal condition existing there puts us in a
difficult position to deal with that colony
unless we treat her in an exceptional way, as
ndoubtedly the finance committee will do.
These are utterances from those who wish
us to join the federation. The committee
which sat so long have made certain
recommendations in accordance with the
evidence ;but if these amendments
are granted to us by the other colonies
and the Commsonwealth, the other colo-
nies will have much the best end of the
stick; in other words they will have the
best of the bargain. As to the argument
that this colony will not be able to join on
such favoutrable terms at a later date, if
that is the spirit which is shown towards
this colony by the other colonies then we
had better let the other colonies alone.
It is no use us trying to make friends
with bad enemies. We know what they
are and therefore we had better leave them
alone. But I do not think that spirit
will prevail at a future time. The other
colonies may be guided by higher motives,
and the oth~er colonies sem to value the
advantage of having Western Australia
in the federation, therefore I contend
that the markets we offer, the richness of
the colour in its mineral resources, and
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there is no doubit about that, and the
other advantages which the other colo-
nies, would derive by 'Western Australia
joining the federation will he great.
As to any advantages this colony may
gain, beyond the mere fact of becoming
so to speak, part of a nation, and perhaps
for defence purposes aind for a few other
things, federation will not do good.
These things have been so often referred
to by my friends who advocate feder-a-
tion, that I will not refer to all of them,
still there are one or two more prominent
mattters which I will touch upon. I think
we are perfectly safe, so far as defence is
concerned; but unless we get the trans-
continental railway as an accomplished.
fact, we should be in a peculiar plight if
we became part of federated Australia
without it. There is not only the loss to
this colony, but there will be a great loss
effected by the enormous upkeep of the
Federal Government; and this difficulty
has also been found out by the financial
committee which sat in New South Wales:

It is useless to tot it tip, because the l ist has
no end. The financial committee which sat in
N~ew Sounth Wales, on this subject, ran the
itemis tip to £600,000, and then were on only
the threshold of the subject. To this, mnany
so-called necessary travelling expenses are to
he added. And all this will be in addition to
present expenses. Someone must pay; and
what are we to get for it? We do not know
what, for one authority assures. us that almnost
nothing will be changed, and another that
everything will be well and cheaply managed.
Which speaks the truth ; or do they all tell
falsehoods? WYhen two stories diametrically
differ, one must be wrong, but it does not
follow that either is right. We more than
doubt both in this ease.

It is unnecessary at this stage, seeing the
subject has been dealt with so long, and
so often, to quote how this cost is made
up. B3ut members know full well, with-
out my attempting to inflict the figures
upon them, the -Y need only refer to the
reports of the Conventions to judge for
themselves. It has often been said, and
I believe it is the principal argument
raised in favour of federation, that living
will be cheaper uinder federation, and that
federation will be the means of britimging
population here. I cannot believe that.;
I believe federation will he the means of
increasing the cost of living for this
reason; we are now importing to this
colony numbers of articles which are
admitted fre of taxation, and these are.

items which are nsed in dlaily consump-
tion.

MR. MORAN : The largest items used.
MR. QUINLAN: Yes, the largest items

used, such as tea, sugar, and other things,
but more particularly I desire to refer to
one article which is 'used by every house-
holder, and that is clothing. There are
a number of other items, hut I want to em-
phasise this fact that living will be more
costly in this colony, and I wish to quote
clothiing to prove my point. The duty
on clothing in Victoria is about 35 or 40
per cent.; in this colony it is only 10 per
cent., and I know for a fact, because I
have paid for my experience in travelling
through the colonies, that you can buy
clothing cheaper in Western Australia
than in any other part of Australia or
New Zealand. I am justified in making
that assertion, because I have tested
it. Therefore, seeing that one article
amongst many others that are used will
be increased in cost, I cannot for a moment
see why living will be made cheaper. As
to the question that federation will bring
population to this colony at the present
time, our greatest attraction is our
inenral resources, and this attraction has

raised the population in this colony since
Responsible Government from 4.5,000 to
1 70,000. At the present time population
is not coining here, and we have great
inducemnents here in our mineral resources
and our land laws, which are more liberal
than those in any other part of Australia.
There was no great increase of population
during the laqt year, therefore I hold
that it is mere assertion or assumption to
say that federation will bring population
or cheapen living. It may be argued that.
I am making a mnere assertion or assum-
ing a certain thing. True, I am making
an assertion, but it is borne out by fact.
We have ouir attractor here in our
mineral resources, but are people coming
here, and would people break, up their
homes, and break up their factories, and
come here because we join with them in
becoming a federated Australia? That
argument will not hold water. It is not
likely that owners of factories and
owners of established industries are going
to open manufactories here because we
become part of a, nation with them. It has
been said by the representative of a very
large firmn in Australia- I may mention
thei -name, Dixon anid Sons-whio have

Omnvzontvealth Bill:
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establishments in various parts of Aus-
tralia, that directly federation becomes art
accomplished fact that firm will keep one
establishment; and can we blame them
for it': Are they going to keep their
doors open here and a large number of
mn employed after federation is an
accomplished fafct, seeing that there will
be great competition? Are -they going
to keep six establishments open when one
will do the work:?

Ma. JAMES: Who pays the extra cost
nowF

MR. QUINLAN: The extra cost is
now borne because we have not federa-
tion, and the manufacturer has markets
which will not be open to manufacturers
uinder a federated Australia. The only
thing I think that has been said in favour
of federation is that it is possible that
other capitalists outside the Common-
wealth may, with the encouragement of
our mineral resourees, he attracted here
and open factories. Capitalists mar
come here and start, because they would
be shut out of oar trade. But are
they likely to come here to any great
extent to supply a population of 1 70,000
people against the competition which will
be raised by the other colonies? There-
fore it is doubtful whether such can be
urged in favour of federation. But I
admit that in, an argument that can be
raised, and there is a great deal of fore
in it. By becoing a6 uited Australia
factories will be established, because our
market will be shut out from the rest of
Australia for some time. Other than
that, I cannot see the advantages of
Western Australia joining the Common-
wealth.

Mn. XoRAt4: Where would be the
manufaceturer who would start in a smiall
colony like this?

MR.* QUINL~AN : That is what I
say.

Mn. MORAN:- A man who says that a
manufacturer would start here is a fool.

Ma. JAMES: I assert it.
MR. MORAN -. Then you are --I will not

say it.
Mu. QUINLAN: T think this colony

will be able to join the federation in the
future, if not on better terms, on eqnal
terms to those offered now. I think we
are justified in letting the question rest
for some Seven or ten years at least.
Although the Joint Conmmittee have

recommended a term of five years, truly
that is far better than the concession
granted in the Commonwealth Bill,
namely, that the duties shall diminish b y
20 per cent. each year for five years. I
entirely agree wit the member for the
Canning (Mr. Wilson) that this sliding
scale would disorganise trade, because a
comimerciail man watches the tariff and
the market, and any interference with the
former must have a bad effect. Another
argument why we should not join the
Commonwealth is afforded in the fact
that we have learned fromn experience, in
years gone by, the disadvantage of being
governed 16,000 miles away In joining
federation we would be taking a 'retro-
grade step as far as government is con-
cerned, because we are now able to govern
ourselves, and have every prospect of
becoming very prosperous if we stand
aloof from the Common-wealth. If we
loin federation we will be governed 2,000
niiles distant at least; and it is natural to
suppose that our representatives, who
must attend the Commonwealth Parlia-
ment for the greater part of the year,
would necessarily have to make their
homes at the seat of Government. They
would get out of to~uch with the require-
muents of the colony, and if we wanted aL
post office, or a line of railway here, we
would have to submit the request to
people 2,000 miles distant, and with
the proportion of representation this
colony would have in the House of
Representatives, I am sure we should fare
badly. I know we shall have equal re pre-
sentation in the Senate, but the Lower
Chamber is where the business will be
done, and wve would undoubtedly be at
the mercy of that House. Once we join
federation I believe it will he a serious
drawback to Western Australia. I have
already referred to the amount of revenue
we should lose, and I should be glad
indeed to bear any argument to prove to
me that revenue would not be lost.

Ma. ILLINGwoRTN: You have proved
it yourself by saying there would be in-
creased taxa~tion.

MR. QUINLAN: Another arg ument
used by the federalists is that this
£300,000 lost to the revenue woutd go
into the people's pockets. A gentleman
rim another plac-e referred to my figures
more than once, some time ago, and said
I forgot to tell the people that th is mnoney
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would go, into their pockets. I did not
forget to tell them, but I did not think
that people had so little intelligence as to
think this £300,000 would stay, in their
pockets. This money, if it went into the
pockets of the people, owing to the
fact that it was not charged at the Cus-
toms House, would be taken out again by
an income tax, a property tax, a land tax,
or some other tax.

Ma. WILSON: Then the revenue is not
lost.

Mn. QUINLAIN: But the people
would he taxed in a. manner they cannot
stand; and in iny opinion the present
system of taxation is much the best.
What would a p~roperty tax realise, seeing
that property in Perth is now taxed up
to the hilt, for municipal purposes?
What would be raised by an income tax ?
Hon. members know the amount raised
in New South Wales, and it is hardly
possible to show how the lost revenue
could be raised by any fair means. I do
not consider direct taxation fair in a young
Country like this. We have done all we
can to encourage settlement on the land,'
and an Agricultural Bank has been estab
blished for the purpose of advancing
money to settlers; and to tax them would
be a fallacy, and would not only cripple
the Lands Department, hut woulid cause
settlers to regard the Ministry pretty much
in the war as Cecil Rhodes is re'garded
by the Boers, and to look for his blood at
any price. I am sure I should weary
members if I were to dilate any further
on this great subject. I did not at any
time pretend to be a lender against
federation, and I have always listened

respctfuly ad atentively to arumnt
foad agInst I have give a ve,

and iweshOldbeoefdrtdI
hope I shall prove to be wrong. If so,
I will readily admit my error, but I be-
lieve federation would now be detrimen-
tal to the interests of Western Australia,
and I hope the day is 10 years distant
when we shall join the Commonwealth.

On motion by MR. WILSONv, debate
adjourned to the next sitting.

PHARMACY AND POISONS ACT AMEND-
MFENT BILL.

IN COMMIrTTEE.

Consideration resumed at new clause,
proposed by Mr. Vesper.

MR. JAMES said he had-spoken to the
Imember for North-East Coolgardie (Mr.
Vosper), who had consented to accept, in
lieu of the new clause before the Com-
mittee, a new clause which appeared on
the Notice Paper. In the absence of the
member for North-East Coolgardie, be
moved that the proposed new clause be
withdrawn.

New clause (Mr. Vosper's), by leave,
withdrawn.

New Clause:
MR. JAMES moved that the follow-

Iing new clause be added to the Bill:

m, Any person may, upon a written applica-
tion, obtain from the Concil a certificate of
registration if he-(a.) Has attained the age
of twenty-one years, and (b.) Has, for a period
of one year at least immediately preceding the

psing of this Act, been and still is the
pricpal assistant and dispenser in the open

s~hopo regstered pharmaceutical chemist in
Western Australia, and during such period
been engaged in dispensing the prescriptions
of duly qualified medical practitioners, and
(e.) Is and for a period of one year aforesaid
has been duly registered and entitled to
practise a4 a chemist in an Australasian
Colony where statutor-y provision is made for

Ithe qualification and registration of chemists.
12. No application under this section shall be
received or be of any avail uion, made within
three months from the passing of this Act, and
nless together with suchl application the
applicant lodges with the Council a declara-
tion in the Form A in the schedule hereto,
accompanied by a certificate or certificates in
the Form B in the schedule hereto.

MR. MORAN: Apparently there was
no reciprocity between the Australian
colonies. Under the new clause, would
a chemist with a New South Wales or a
New Zealand certificate lie admitted here?

MR. JAMES: Yes; if he had been here
for 12 months.

MR. MORAN: Was there statutory
provision for such certificates in those
colonies ?

MR. JAMES: Yes, and also in South
Australia and Victoria; he was not
certain about Queensland.

MR. MORAN: If a am did not apply
within three months after the passing of
the Bill, he could not be afterwards
admitted ?

MR. ILLINGWORTH: It was only those
now in practice whom it was desired to
qualify by this Clause.

ME. JAMES: The new clause was
more liberal than that suggested by the
member for North-East Coolgardie (Mr.
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Vesper). He had proposed a two years'
qualiflcation; the new clause made it one
year.

Mu. MORAN: Apparently a iuau
holding a New South Wales or a, New
Zealand certificate, -who had been in
those colonies a " second assistamt," could
not be admitted. Were the sub-clauses
of the new clause concurrent or alterna-
tive ?

Nu. JAMES: Concurrent. He moved
that in paragraph (b) the words " the
principal " be struck out, and "1 and "
inserted. Under the principal Acet, any
person holding a quialification recognised
by the rules was entitled to admission,
and the places recognised were those
which had reciprocity with this colony.
When the Bill was in its earlier stage,
soe provisions were pointed out which
might bear unjustly on practitioners from
those colonies who were here at present,
and the new clause had been introduced
to meet the cases of such men who had
been in this colony for 12 months
past.

MRs. ILLING WORTH: A man mnight
have been a first-class practitioner in
New South Wales 10 or 20 years ago, yet
if he had left New South Wales before
the 1897 Act of that colony had passed
'he should not be excluded from registra-
tion. According to the new plause, such
aman would not be excluded now in this

colony, though the exclusion would apply
to future imimigrants.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL: The
New South Wales Act of 1897, like all
similar Acts, had saved the rights of
persons practising when it came into
operation.

M&. GEORGE: And if a man had no
certificate, presumably he was not entitled
to have cue. There was a desire on his
part to amnend Sub-clause (b) a little
further. At the end appeared the word
"and," and lie wanted to change it into
or." It seemed to him that thme first

sab-clause was all right, and Sub-clause
(b) was all right by itself, but Sub-
clauses (b) and (c) coining together
appeared to contain an amiount of
u~nfairness. Sub-clause (c) said that a
person had to be registered for a period
of onie year.

MR. MoRAN : The hon nieinber made
it an alternative, and thereore a, person
wx- ild only have to be an assistant for 12

mouths, If anything had to be done it
must be in Sub-clause (bi) itself.

MR. EWING: According to the pro-
posal made, a person must not only be

Iqualified under the New South Wales
IAct, but bie resident here. If he was

I qualified in New South Wales, why not
Iadmit him in Western Australia?

MR. JAmEfs: Those in New South
Wales would not admit our people.

Mu. GTEORGE: To say that because
they -would not do something in Newr
South Wales we must not do it here, was
what he would call twaddle, if the term
were parliamentary.

Ms. EWING:- The New South Wales
Bill appeared to be a, pretty stringent.
one, and the only persons who did not
pass an examination in that colony were
the class of persons who were entitled to
a certificate here at the timie of passing
our Act. Apparently a good many of the
gentlemen who were seeking to exclude
those who had obtained certificates in
New South Wales were registered here by
reason of having practised here when the
Act came into force.

Mu. MORAN: If a nian was qualified
he xvas quAlified, and why fix the period
at a year?

Mn. EWING moved that Sub-clauses
(a) and (b) and the words of Sub-clause
(c) down to "aforesaid" (inclusiv e),
line 1, be struck out.

MR. LOCKE: Was it intended that
orderlies dispensing drugs for some years

Iin. this colony should he allowed to register
oidr the new clause ? He knew a, case

inhsdistrict where an orderly had been
dispensing drugs for 14 years, anid had
whole charge of the hospital, practically.

iThe orderly had charge altogether when
the doctor was away, which was very
often. He (Mr Locke) took it that if
the orderly were to be dismissed from that
post, he would not be allowed under the
Bill to dispense any drugs at all, although
very likely he was more qualified than
miost of the others.

Ms. JAMES: The Bill would not
affect that case one way or the other.
For such cases provision was made 6y
Section 21 of the Act of 1894, whichi
provided that a person could obtain a
certificate if for three years before the Act
came into operation. he had been con-
tinuously employed as a dispensing
chemist in a hospital,. benevolent asylum,

rASSEMBLY.] . in committee.
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or other public institution in Western
Australia.

MR. GEORGE: On the question of
fairness in this matter he would rather
rely upion the member for the Swan (Mr.
Ewing) than the member for East Perth
(Mr. James): for as a federationist the
member for East Perth opened his arms
widely, inviting all the world to come
to Western Australia, but when a few
chemists had come here fromt New South
Wales be wanted to prevent them from
earning a living. That hon. member
belonged to " groperland " and bad all
the instincts of the "roper," whereas
the other member bad come from a colony
where the intellects of the people were a
bit widened.

MR. A. FORREST : Where was " groper-
land" ?

MR. GEORGE: Somewhere in Wes-
tern Australia.

NIL. JA MES said he was not ashamned of
it.

MR. GEORGE: The clause perpetu-
ated a wrong in driving people away from
this colony. He moved that progress be
reported.

MR. JAMES: That was no objection to
the amendment.

Motion put and passed.
Progress reported, and leave given to

sit again.

ADJOURNMENT.
The Hone adjourned at one minute

past 11 o'clock, until the next day.

Wednesday, 25th October, 1899.

Billfirs reding-Ban HoidytAmnent Boilli

TuE PRESIDENT took the Chair at
7-30 o'clock, p.m.

PRAYERS.

PAPER PRESENTED.
By the COLONIAL SPcRETAHY: Re-

turn showing land under wheat, oats,
barley, bay, and potatoes in Western
Australia during seasons 1898-99 and
1899-1900; also Breadstuffs Statistics of
the colony, 1896 and 1899.

Ordered to lie on tile table.

COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS HOtLI-
DAYS BILL.

Intr-oduced. by HON. A. B. KiESON, and
r-ead a first time.

BANK HOLII)AYS ACT AMENDMENT
BItt.

Introduced by HoN. A.
read a first time.

B. KiDsoX, and

AGRICULTURAL BANK ACT AMEND-
MENT BILL.

Read a third time, and passed.

BILLS OF SALE BILL.
On motion by Hon. A. B. Kwnson, the

House resolved into Commnittee to further
consider the Bill.

* IN COMMITTEE.

Clause 5-Interpretation:
HoN. A. B. KIDSON moved that, in

line 4, the words " in writing or b:y
parol, or- partly the one and partly the
other," be struck out, and the words,

" by deed or by pai-ol " be inserted in
lieu thereof.

Amendment put and passed.
HoN. A. B. KIDSON moved that in

line 6 of interpretation of " bill of sale,"
between" "body"1 and ' ante-nuptial " the
words "and register under the provisions
hereinafter contained " be inserted.

Amendment put and passed.
Hors. F. T. CROWDER moved that

in interpretation of " registraur" the words
"Supreme Court". he struck out, and
"Companies " inserted in lieu thereof.

On the annual Estimates, provision was
made for a registrar of companies, and if
the Bill were passed in its present shape,
it would have to be amended later.

HONs. A. B. KIDSON: There wats no
objection to the amendment, but it wats
inadvisable to pass it because the regis-
trar of the Supreme Court had always
bad charge of the registration of bills of
sale.


